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Species Accounts 
Grebes (Podicipedidae) 

Least Grebe 
Tachybaptus dominicus (Linnaeus) 
OTHER VERNACULAR NAMES: Mexican grebe; grkbe de 
Saint Dominique (French), Schwartzkopftaucher (Ger- 
man); zambullidor chico, zaramagullon chico (Spanish). 
Distribution of North American Subspecies (See Map 5 )  
Tachybaptus dominicus brachypterus (Chapman) 
RESIDENT from southern Texas through Mexico (except 
Sonora and Baja California) and central America to Pan- 
ama. 
Tachybaptus dominicus bangsi (Van Rossen and 
Hachisuka) 
RESIDENT in the southern half of Baja California and 
southern Sonora (casually); one breeding record for 
southeastern California. 
mary white; extent of white increasing on each suc- 
ceeding feather until it wholly includes 7th-12th 
feathers, beyond which it decreases. 
TUVENILES. Generally gray, with striped head and neck, 
changing by winter to a lead gray head with a darker 
crown and whitish throat, a brownish to dusky neck 
and breast, and dusky sides. 
DOWNY YOUNG. Crown mostly black with V-shaped 
patch in center, at first almost scarlet and naked, but by 
about end of first week covered with cinnamon down; 
lores orange; throat with dark mustachial and medial 
stripe; white stripe above reaches lores; iris dark 
brownish. White and blackish stripes on sides of head 
and neck continue on blackish brown upperparts as 
three narrow broken stripes that become more obscure 
as the chick grows. underparts white. Feet medium 
gray; bill pale with black tip and culmen and broken 
black band near base (Harrison 1978). The iris color 
changes from brown through whitish and yellowish to 
the final orangy yellow during growth. 
Tachybaptus dominicus dominicus (L.) 
RESIDENT in the Bahamas and Greater Antilles. Measurements and Weights 
Description (Primarily after Palmer 1962) 
ADULTS I N  B R E E D I N G  PLUMAGE (sexes alike). Crown 
greenish black, throat black (some feathers tipped 
whitish), rest of head and most of neck lead colored 
(lower foreneck brownish), bill largely black, iris yellow- 
ish orange, upperparts slaty brown with greenish sheen, 
underparts white, except for buffy brown or fuscous on 
breast, flanks, and along sides. Feet brownish olive. 
WINTER PLUMAGE. Crown blackish brown, chin and 
upper throat white (with more or less black inter- 
mingled), white of underparts extending well up sides. 
Wing mostly fuscous, except basal portion of outer pri- 
MEASUREMENTS (of brachypterus). Wing (unflattened): 
6 males 88-93 mm; 3 females 90-92 mm. Culmen: 6 
males 22.7-24.0 mm; 3 females 22.5-23.6 mm. Eggs: 
average of 20, 33.4 x 23.3 mm (Palmer 1962). 
WEIGHTS (of brachypterus). All seasons, males 122-1x0 
g (average of 18, 130.4); females 110-34 g (average of 16, 
I 16.6) (various sources). Estimated egg weight, 10 g 
(Schonwetter 1967) 
Identification 
I N  THE FIELD. This tiny grebe is unlikely to be mis- 
taken for any other; it is smaller than the pied-billed 
5. Current North American distribution of the least grebe, casual range (broken line), and an extralimital breeding 
showing residential distribution (crosshatched), peripheral or record (dot). 
and has yellow eyes and a blackish, sharply pointed bill. 
Young pied-billed grebes have strongly striped faces and 
dark brown eyes, as well as pale brownish or buffy bills. 
The birds are found in shallow and weedy ponds, often 
in association with pied-billed grebes. In nuptial 
plumage the chin and throat are black, but in winter 
these areas are white, as are the underparts. The birds 
evidently fly more often than do other grebes and ex- 
hibit large white wing patches while in flight. Probably 
the loudest call is a high-pitched beep or gamp that 
serves as an advertising note, while a loud, rapid trill is 
often produced that may last several seconds. 
I N  THE HAND. The very small size (wing under IOO 
mm) and yellowish or orange eyes immediately identify 
this grebe in the hand. 
Ecology and Habitats 
BREEDING AND N O N B R E E D I N G  HABITATS. Apparently 
rather flexible in its breeding sites, this species occurs 
in freshwater habitats ranging in size from lakes and 
quiet sections of rivers or streams down to shallow in- 
termittent ponds or roadside ditches. Some of these 
areas are surrounded by tall trees or other dense vegeta- 
tion, while others provide little or no vegetational cover 
(Palmer 1962). Reservoirs and similar man-made im- 
poundments are quickly colonized by this species, prob- 
ably as a result of localized dispersion tendencies. 
Nonbreeding habitats are evidently much the same as 
breeding habitats, inasmuch as the birds are essentially 
nonmigratory except at the northernmost limits of the 
range. 
SOCIALITY AND DENSITIES.  There is no specific infor- 
mation on these topics, but the species is probably 
fairly tolerant of crowding. Gross (1949) noted that least 
grebes nested on three of the artificial ponds of the 
Atkins Garden and Research Laboratory in Cuba, with 
the defended areas apparently extending radially for 
only about 40 feet from the nest. Not only were other 
least grebes expelled from this area (except for the youn- 
gest of the pair's successive broods), but there were hos- 
tile interactions between the resident least grebes and 
pied-billed grebes that also nested on the pond. 
COMPETITORS AND PREDATORS.  AS just noted, pied- 
billed grebes competed for breeding areas on the pond 
Gross (1949) studied in Cuba. However, least grebes are 
much more insectivorous than are pied-bills, and thus 
the two probably do not seriously overlap in food re- 
quirements. Because of their tiny size, these birds may 
well be preyed upon by a variety of predators; Gross sug- 
gested that turtles might be egg predators, and nests 
submerged by turtles have been observed in Texas 
(Palmer 1962). Obviously the tiny chicks might fall prey 
to a wide diversity of bird, mammal, turtle, or fish pred- 
ators. 
General Biology 
FOOD A N D  FORAGING BEHAVIOR. A very limited sam- 
ple of stomachs from Texas birds indicate that the foods 
of this species are almost entirely insects, especially 
aquatic beetles (Dytiscidae, Hydrophilidae, Haliplidae) 
and true bugs (Belostomatidae, Corixidae, Notonec- 
tidae), with smaller numbers of other insect groups 
(Cottam and Knappen 1939). Similarly, birds from El 
Salvador contained aquatic insect remains, and some 
from the West Indies contained insects, algae (Chara), 
crustaceans including crayfish, and small fish (appar- 
ently Limia) (Palmer 1962). Eight birds from Guatemala 
had eaten beetles (Hydrophilidae, Dermestidae, Gyri- 
nidae, Scarabidae, Curculionidae), ants, spiders, bugs, 
dragonflies, shrimps, crabs, and fish bones (Storer 
1976a). Some feathers have also been found in the stom- 
achs of this species; they are generally believed to be as- 
sociated with fish eating but may also help form pellets 
for chitin removal, according to Storer. 
Foraging is done by diving or by surface feeding, 
which involves immersing the head and neck, snapping 
at passing insects, or picking objects off emergent vege- 
tation. Probably this last method of foraging accounts 
for the fairly high frequency of ants being eaten (7 of 8 
samples) that Storer reported. Storer suggested that the 
opportunistic feeding methods of least grebes probably 
help them utilize small and temporary water areas that 
might support only limited invertebrate faunas. 
MOVEMENTS A N D  MIGRATIONS.  NO specific informa- 
tion on this is available, but limited dispersal does oc- 
cur, perhaps through nocturnal movements stimulated 
by rainfall patterns. In Texas the birds tend to visit the 
upper coast during winter months, but there is no clear 
evidence of a regular migration there. The birds take 
wing more readily than do other North American grebes 
and thus are probably able to make considerable move- 
ments when necessary. 
Social Behavior 
MATING SYSTEM A N D  TERRITORIALITY.  Least grebes 
exhibit strong seasonal pair bonding, and it is possible 
that in some areas the bond is maintained almost per- 
manently. Gross (1949) reported that a pair in Cuba pro- 
duced a series of eight clutches in less than a year, with 
little if any interruption of their efforts. Although this 
may not be typical, it suggests a frequent succession of 
nesting efforts by the same pair, with each clutch laid 
shortly after the hatching of the previous one. He esti- 
mated a limited area of territorial defense (approx- 
imately 5,000 square feet) in this particular pair. Storer 
(1976a) noted that two pairs of least grebes were resi- 
dent on a pond of about 300-400 by 75-100 feet, sug- 
gesting a maximum territorial size of no more than 
about 13,000 square feet (1,400 square meters) per pair. 
VOICE A N D  DISPLAY. Calls of this species have been de- 
scribed by Storer (1976a), who recognized four distinct 
vocalizations. The species' advertising call is a loud, 
high-pitched note sounding like gamp, uttered with the 
head held high, the neck thin, the body feathers slicked 
down, and the white of the underparts showing at the 
anterior end of the body. Both sexes utter the call, and it 
is regularly used as a signal when the pair is separated 
or when the calling bird is somewhat alarmed. A second 
call is a loud, rapid trilling, uttered most often when the 
pair members are together. Frequently the birds trill si- , 
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multaneously but with alternating notes. The trill may E'~ .;I>+~-?- F .+L--=--~ - - .  ~ _-- - 
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serve as a triumph note and may help in reinforcing pair - - 
bonds or in territorial announcement. During aggressive 33 .  Social behavior of the least grebe (mainly after Storer 
encounters a high-pitched nasal note is sometimes ut- 1976a): A, rushing; B, 2-neck posture; C, copulation; D-F, 
tered, and a final note Storer recognized was a soft con- pOstcOpulato~ sequence. 
tact note given by birds when swimming together or 
when approaching the nest or one another. 
Displays have also been described by Storer (1976a), 
although Zimmerman (1957) has also provided a few ob- 
servations. Probably the advertising call, with its associ- 
ated neck stretching, contributes to pair formation. 
This posture was not illustrated by Storer, but he stated 
that it is similar to the corresponding posture of horned 
grebes (fig. 34C) He did not observe the "rushing" dis- 
play described and illustrated by Zimmerman ( I  9 5 7), 
ter dismounting, the male treads water rapidly while 
the female performs head flicking movements, probably 
calls, and remains on the nest (fig. 33F) The male also 
performs head flicking movements while his neck is 
greatly extended and his bill is tilted upward. Reversed 
mounting was observed by Storer more often than nor- 
mal copulation, and it differed from normal copulatory 
behavior only in minor details. 
who observed 6 instances when two birds simul- 
taneously rose in the water and glided parallel for about Reproductive Biology 
3 feet with their throat feathers kxpanded, bills tilted 
slightly upward, and necks extended (fig. 33A) They 
then stopped and began preening. During the gliding 
performance one of the birds repeatedly uttered a high- 
pitched call, possibly the trill described by Storer. Storer 
did observe several copulations. As with other grebes, 
copulation occurs at the nest or prospective nest site. 
Storer judged that the soliciting posture of the species is 
unique, with no rearing or wing quivering and with the 
head held drawn back and the bill pointed downward 
(fig. 33D) It also strongly differs from the aggressive Z- 
neck posture of the species (fig. 3 3 B )  Mounting is not 
preceded by any specific displays, and during copulation 
the submissive bird raises its head and strokes the 
breast of the dominant bird with its nape (fig. 33C) Af- 
BREEDING SEASON AND NESTING SUBSTRATE. In Texas 
the breeding season is extended, with nesting almost 
throughout the year and eggs reported as early as Janu- 
ary and as late as December 17. The peak of the Texas 
breeding season is probably from mid-April to the end 
of August (Palmer 1962). In most areas breeding seems 
to be associated with the tropical wet (summer) season, 
but in Cuba nesting by a single pair was almost contin- 
uous from at least July to the following May (Gross 
1949). As for other grebes, the nesting substrate consists 
of floating or emergent masses of vegetation in the wa- 
ter. 
NEST BUILDING A N D  EGG-LAYING. Nests are con- 
structed among living or dead vegetation over water 
that may be 50-80 centimeters deep (Marchant 1960) or 
at times up to 5 feet deep (Palmer 1962). Invariably 
some kind of anchoring vegetation is present, and mate- 
rial is often almost constantly added to adjust for rising 
water levels. The same nest may be used for successive 
broods, or a new nest may be built on the same site or 
close by. Observations in Cuba suggest that the eggs are 
normally laid daily, a clutch of 4 eggs being completed 
in as little as 5 days. For 8 Cuban clutches, the average 
was 4.4 eggs (Gross 1949), and Marchant (1960) rep~rted 
5 Ecuadorean clutches of 4-6 eggs, averaging 5. Seven- 
teen clutches in Texas ranged from 2 to 5 eggs, averag- 
ing 4.2 eggs (Palmer I 962). 
INCUBATION A N D  BROODING. The incubation period 
is 21 days, beginning with the first-laid egg, so that the 
young hatch over several days. Both sexes participate in 
incubation, with the male apparently guarding the terri- 
tory during much of the time he is not actually engaged 
in incubation or in tending the young of a previously 
hatched brood. Gross (1949) reported that a male occa- 
sionally delivered food to the young of two older broods, 
and both tended some 3-week-old chicks and a clutch of 
4 eggs. Five successive broods, involving 23 hatched 
chicks, were produced by this pair in the 6 months from 
July to January, while a sixth clutch was laid in late Feb- 
ruary, a seventh brood was hatched in late April, and a 
final (unsuccessful) nest was constructed in May. 
GROWTH A N D  SURVIVAL OF YOUNG. Growth rates and 
fledging periods in this species are still unreported; in 
the closely related little grebe the fledging period has 
been estimated at 44-48 days, with the young becom- 
ing independent at 30-40 days. Gross (1949) believed 
that pied-billed grebes may have killed some of the least 
grebe young in his study area. 
BREEDING SUCCESS A N D  R E C R U I T M E N T  RATES. The 
only available information on this comes from Gross's 
(1949) observation. He noted that of a total of 3 5 eggs, 
27 were hatched and 24 young were successfully raised, 
representing a remarkable 68.6 percent breeding suc- 
cess. In Texas the hatching success of 12 out of 17 
clutches was over 90 percent; the remaining clutches 
were destroyed or infertile (Palmer 1962). 
Evolutionary History and Relationships 
Storer (1976a) considered this species closely related to 
a subgroup of grebes that also includes ruficollis and its 
Old World relatives. These he collectively placed in the 
genus Tachybaptus, with the comment that dominicus 
possibly warrants subgeneric recognition, in part be- 
cause of its peculiar soliciting posture and postcopula- 
tory displays. 
Population Status and Conservation 
No specific information is available on these topics. 
The species is locally common in southern Texas (such 
as at Santa Ana and Laguna Atascosa National Wildlife 
Refuges), mainly in the Rio Grande valley and along the 
central and lower coastal areas, and probably is suffi- 
ciently adaptable to adjust rapidly to local changes in 
surface water condition. It also has an extremely wide 
range through Central and South America to northern 
Argentina and in the Antilles. It is probably rarely, if 
ever, hunted for food or sport. Thus it seems to pose no 
special conservation problems. 
Pied-billed Grebe 
Podilymbus podiceps (Linnaeus) 
OTHER VERNACULAR NAMES: None in general English 
use; grebe a bec bigarre (French); Bindentaucher (Ger- 
man); svartvitnabbad dopping (Swedish); zambullidor 
pic0 pinto, zaramagullon grande (Spanish). 
Distribution of North American Subspecies (See Map 6) 
Podilymbus podiceps podiceps (Linnaeus) 
B R E E D S  from southeastern Alaska, central British Co- 
lumbia, southern Mackenzie, north-central Alberta, 
central Saskatchewan, northern Manitoba, north- 
western Ontario, southern Quebec, central New 
Brunswick, and Nova Scotia south, locally, to southern 
Baja California, Jalisco, the state of Mexico, Texas, Loui- 
siana, and southern Florida. Another race breeds in the 
West Indies and in Central America. 
WINTERS from Vancouver Island, southern British Co- 
lumbia, rarely south to central Arizona, Utah, and cen- 
tral Texas eastward, north to the line of winter ice in 
the Mississippi and Ohio valleys and the Atlantic coast. 
Description (Mostly after Cramp and Simmons 1977) 
ADULTS I N  B R E E D I N G  PLUMAGE (both sexes). Forehead 
brownish black shading to dark brown on crown and 
greenish brown on nape; sides of head and neck grayish 
brown, contrasting with clearly defined black throat 
patch bordered with whitish lines at sides (this pattern 
usually more clear-cut in males). Upperparts dark 
brown, often with hoary look in fresh plumage; breast 
and flanks barred and blotched with dark brown on 
6. Current North American distribution of the pied-billed residential range (crosshatched), and peripheral or casual range 
grebe, showing summer distribution (hatched),  wintering and (broken l ine).  
I 16 
whitish ground, contrasting with usually conspicuous bill, dark brown eyes, and a whitish eye ring. In most 
under tail coverts. The bill is multicolored, with a broad plumages the birds appear to be a rather drab brown ex- 
black band in the middle, and otherwise mostly bluish cept for a white rump area and a throat that is either 
white. The iris is brownish red, and the feet are dark black (in breeding plumage) or pale buffy (immatures 
lead color. and winter-plumage birds). There is otherwise little pat- 
WINTER PLUMAGE.  Forehead and crown dark grayish 
brown; throat whitish, sometimes with traces of black; 
rest of head grayish buff with slightly darker line 
through eye. Neck, breast, and flanks grayish buff 
tinged reddish to rich reddish tawny. Otherwise as in 
breeding plumage, though white rear often more con- 
spicuous. The bill is yellowish to dusky gray with a dull 
greenish tinge but no black band. 
TUVENILES.  Bill yellowish brown; no orbital ring. Sides 
of head and neck variably dark to grayish brown, 
blotched and streaked irregularly with white; throat 
white; rest of neck brownish buff. Upperparts blackish 
brown; breast and flanks rather dark brown mixed with 
buff; belly and under tail coverts white, though latter 
not as conspicuous as in  adult. 
DOWNY YOUNG. Black above, with four long, narrow 
white stripes on the back and neck; on either side of the 
occiput there is a reddish buff or pale chestnut patch, 
with another patch or traces of this color on the fore- 
crown; forehead white, extending back as two conspic- 
uous white stripes over each eye, separated by black; 
the side of the head white, striped and spotted with dull 
black; throat white, spotted with sooty black, the bill 
and bare lores dull yellow; the culmen, a narrow line 
near the base of the lower mandible, and tip black, with 
a white egg tooth. Legs and feet greenish black; iris dark 
brown (Roberts 1949). 
Measurements and Weights 
MEASUREMENTS (of podiceps). Wing: males 124-35 
m m  (average of I 3, I 30); females I I 5 -26 m m  (average 
of 18, 120). Culmen: males 20-24 m m  (average of I 3, 
22.7); females 17-21 m m  (average of 18, 19.3) (Cramp 
and Simmons 1977). Eggs: average of 20, 43.9 x 30.1 
mm (Palmer 1962). 
terning, though young birds retain a striped head pat- 
tern for some time, perhaps through their first fall. In 
flight (which is extremely rare) the wings appear mostly 
brown, but the secondaries exhibit highly variable 
amounts of white on their tips and inner webs. The 
birds are more often heard than seen, and the usual vo- 
calizations are a complex and prolonged series of notes 
that ends with pow or wup sounds reminiscent of 
cuckoos. Generally the notes increase in loudness and 
speed as well as pitch and then fall away toward the 
end. Heavily overgrown ponds are favored habitats. 
I N  THE HAND.  This is the only grebe with brown eyes, 
secondary feathers that are mostly brownish, at least on 
their outer webs, and in which the bill is less than 25 
mm long but more than 10 m m  in basal depth. Criteria 
for determining age in this and other North American 
grebes have yet to be developed, but based on Kop's 
(1971) studies of the great crested grebe it is possible 
that first-year birds can be externally identified by their 
smooth rather than serrate posterior tarsal surface, their 
bare skin areas on the crown and upper lores (hidden by 
longer contour feathers), evidence of worn remains of 
down-tipped contour feathers, and variable remains of 
the striped head pattern of juveniles. 
Ecology and Habitats 
BREEDING AND NONBREEDING HABITATS. Breeding 
habitats of pied-billed grebes are invariably associated 
with fairly dense emergent vegetation, whether in fresh- 
water or brackish habitats. Estuaries provide suitable 
breeding areas where tidal fluctuations are slight, 
though the birds have been found to tolerate tidal fluc- 
tuations of as much as z feet. Sizes of ponds on which 
breeding occurs range from as small as half an acre ( I  .3 
hectares) to more than IOO acres, and in depth from lit- 
tle as a foot to 5 feet. Apparently depths of less than a 
- - . - 
WEIGHTS [of podiceps). In breeding season, males 438- foot are avoided, although in some breeding sites the 
85 g (average of 6, 458); females 274-379 g (average of 6, water level may drop as much as z feet in a 6 week 
339) (various sources). Hartman (1961) reported slightly breeding period. The type of aquatic vegetation seems 
lower averages for a more general sample. Estimated egg to be unimportant provided it is adequate to support 
weight, 22 g. and variably conceal a nest (Miller 1942). Yocom, 
Harris, and Hansen (1958) noted that 80 percent of the 
Identification broods they observed were on water areas of 1-5 acres, 
and 17 percent were on areas over 5 acres (2.5 hectares). 
I N  THE FIELD. This small, dumpy-looking grebe is the Faaborg (1976) found breeding birds on ponds of 0.6-7.0 
only member of the group having a short, chickenlike hectares, especially those that were rather heavily vege- 
tated, with 20-40 percent open water. Stewart (1975) re- General Biology 
ported that the birds used fresh to moderately brackish 
FOOD AND FORAGING BEHAVIOR. Wetmore's (1924) 
seasonal to semipermanent ponds and lakes of an acre 
analysis of 180 stomachs (174 with food remains) is the 
or more. best source of information. He found that 24.2 percent Nonbreeding habitats are similar to those used dur- 
of the food was fish, including a wide variety of species, ing breeding, but more exposed waters are more fre- but especially catfish (Ictalurus and Ameiurus), eel (An- quently used. In coastal areas the birds move guilla), perch (Percidae), and sunfish (Centrarchidae). increasingly into brackish waters with colder weather, Crayfishes contributed 27 percent of the total food and 
where the dangers of freezing into the ice are reduced, probably are a major food item of the pied-billed grebe, 
although use of open salt water seems to be very small judging from its heavy bill that is certainly well adapted (Miller 1942). During spring migration the birds favor for crushing crustaceans. Other crustacean remains in- 
marshes with open-water areas that are mostly I 5-25 
cluded shrimps (Crago), prawns (Palaemonetes), and fid- inches deep (Glover I 9 5 3). dler crabs (Uca). Insects composed 46.3 percent of the 
SOCIALITY A N D  DENSITIES. Although certainly not gre- 
garious in any sense, pied-billed grebes are surprisingly 
tolerant of crowding, and nesting densities occasionally 
are quite high in favored habitats having sufficient 
emergent vegetation to eliminate most visual contacts. 
Miller (1942) mentioned finding two active nests no 
more than 50 feet apart on a 1.5 acre marsh and another 
pair of nests within IOO feet of each other on a much 
larger marsh. Single pairs sometimes occupy ponds as 
small as half an acre, and generally those up to 10 acres 
support only single pairs (Palmer 1962). However, at 
times the nesting densities are certainly considerably 
greater than this. Chabreck (1963) found 107 active 
nests on a brackish impoundment of zoo acres (81 hec- 
tares), a density of 1.3 nests per hectare. Outside their 
rather small territories the birds feed commonly with- 
out conflict, especially in deep, open-water areas of the 
marsh. Glover (1953) judged the home range of a pair to 
be only about twice as large as its nesting territory 
(which had an estimated radius of 1 5 0  feet). 
COMPETITORS AND PREDATORS. At least in North 
America there are no close relatives of this species that 
are likely to be significant competitors. It evidently is 
one of the most omnivorous of the North American 
grebes, and as such is likely to be able to exist in close 
proximity to other grebes. Its nesting requirements are 
similar to those of the least grebe, and sometimes con- 
siderable aggressive interaction occurs between these 
species, with the larger pied-billed grebe usually favored 
(Gross 1949). Apparently it readily tolerates both coots 
and gallinules in its breeding areas (Miller 1942), al- 
though Glover (195 3) reported territorial defense against 
a coot. Probably few predators can capture adults on the 
water, though the birds are poor fliers and, like all 
grebes, helpless on land. Nest predators probably in- 
clude the usual array of egg-eating birds and mammals, 
but only raccoons (Procyon Iotor) have been specifically 
identified as major nest predators (Glover 1953). 
total food and were predominantly represented by 
aquatic bugs (Heteroptera) and beetles (Coleoptera), es- 
pecially predatory forms, and the nymphs of damselflies 
and dragonflies (Odonata). Other observers have men- 
tioned leeches, frogs, and various other prey species, 
and Miller ( 1942) saw the birds taking roach (Abramis 
crysoleucas) and carp (Cyprinus carpio) up to 5 inches 
in length. Most foraging dives are in quite shallow wa- 
ter and are rather short in duration. Bleich (1975) re- 
ported an average dive duration of only 7.58 seconds for 
foraging dives and an average lateral distance moved 
from point of submergence of 3.69 meters (in water 2-3 
meters deep). Likewise, the dive durations of a bird ob- 
served in England were from 3-24 seconds, with a max- 
imum lateral movement of zo yards and with small fish 
the apparent prey. These observations suggest that little 
prolonged underwater chasing normally occurs. Cer- 
tainly most of the prey species reported above are slow 
moving and thus should be readily captured without ex- 
tended pursuit. 
MOVEMENTS A N D  MIGRATIONS. During the breeding 
season nesting birds appear to be highly sedentary, with 
very small home ranges. Migrant birds move as singles, 
as pairs, or in flocks of various sizes, but such flocks are 
never very cohesive. Spring migrants are among the ear- 
liest of the grebes, typically following the thaw line 
closely, moving through the southern states in March 
and the central and northern states during late March 
and April. Fall migration is protracted and tends to co- 
incide with major movements of ducks, probably peak- 
ing in October and November in central and southern 
states; nearly all birds have left breeding areas by mid- 
November. Almost nothing is known about rate and 
distance of migration in individual birds, since there 
have been relatively few banding efforts on this species. 
The birds migrate nocturnally and generally in in- 
conspicuous numbers, with maximum recorded con- 
centrations of about zo,ooo birds at Salton Sea, 
California, in November (Palmer 1962). 
Social Behavior almost vertically in the water. Kilham (1954) described 
MATING SYSTEM A N D  TERRITORIALITY. At least seaso- 
nal monogamy is typical of this species, and territorial 
behavior is well developed although very restricted in 
area. Glover's (1953) estimate of a territory as having a 
radius of about 1 5 0  feet around the nest seems to be the 
only estimate of its size. Chabreck (1963) stated that 
the average distance between nests he studied was 180 
feet ( 5 5  meters) and never less than 75 feet (23 meters). 
The territory is usually defended by the male, but occa- 
sionally the female will join her mate in such defensive 
efforts. 
V O I C E  A N D  DISPLAY. Miller (1942) described the varia- 
tions in the calls of this species, including a territorial 
"love song," an evening note the male used to bring his 
mate, a note the male uttered as he pursued the female, 
a general alarm note, a call to warn the young of danger, 
and some peeping calls of the chicks. Perhaps the best 
description of the complex territorial "song1 of this spe- 
cies is by Ladhams (1969). He described it as consisting 
of three characteristic sections, in the same order each 
time. There was an opening trilled phrase lasting about 
2.5 seconds, followed after a short pause by a series of 
clear, bell-like notes that were highly variable in num- 
ber but averaged nine and that passed into a final series 
of wails and hiccups; these last two types of notes were 
repeated several times. Generally, when the middle sec- 
tion of bell-like notes was protracted the final section 
was compressed, and vice versa, so that the average 
length of the song was about I 5 seconds and the longest 
25. Typically the song was repeated at intervals of from 
z to 10 minutes, and its duration did not seem to be re- 
lated to either the weather or the time of day. When 
singing, the bird would raise its neck, tilt its bill up- 
ward, and lower its breast below the water while simul- 
taneously elevating its rear. The head feathers are 
somewhat fluffed, especially those of the throat, while 
the neck is compressed, producing a distinctive large- 
headed appearance. The bill is opened only slightly, but 
the song can readily be heard for half a mile. The fe- 
male's version of this call is very similar but lacks the 
final series of hiccuplike cow notes, and duets without 
the cow ending are the usual means of greeting by a pair 
as they meet, turn, and swim side by side (Nuechterlein 
and Storer 1982). 
Certainly the major "display" of this species is its 
territorial song, which is uttered in the posture just de- 
scribed. Mather (1967) reported that other displays con- 
sist of a quick dive and resurfacing, over a distance of 
about zo yards, terminated by vigorous wing flapping 
and associated splashing of water, and also a prolonged 
wing flapping of as long as 12 seconds while "standing" 
several possible courtship displays, including wing flap- 
ping in place, head turning, bill touching, and a swim- 
ming chase. Displays or possible displays mentioned by 
Palmer (1962) include mutual splashing and diving, bill 
touching, simultaneous diving, emerging, and racing 
over the water surface, picking up and carrying weeds, a 
dive toward the female with a subsequent short chase 
by the male, and a "circle display." In this display the 
members of the pair approach each other, and when 
about a foot apart they stop and make a half-turn, while 
both perform head turning movements and the pre- 
sumed male raises his back, neck, and wing feathers. 
After a brief pause they swing back to face one another 
and continue this pivoting behavior for some minutes. 
Comparable "pivoting" behavior occurs in eared grebes 
during food presentation and to a limited degree in 
horned grebes during triumph ceremonies (Fjeldsl 
1973c, 198za). There seem to be none of the elaborate 
display sequences such as the discovery ceremony that 
are typical of the Podiceps grebes, and the postures ap- 
pear to be more clearly agonistic in origin. Fjeldsl 
(1973~)  stated that the pied-billed grebe and little grebe 
share several simple courtship displays, including div- 
ing and swimming together, turning in an upright pos- 
ture (rarely resembling penguin postures), duetting 
while in a forward threat or flared out posture, racing 
and chasing, mutual diving, swimming, and flying, the 
weed trick (fetching and presenting weeds], slow head 
shaking, springing dives, bill touching, and rarely court- 
ship feeding. He judged that duetting in a hunched pos- 
ture might be comparable to the hunched display in the 
eared grebe. It seems unlikely that the mutual racing or 
chasing behavior of pied-billed and least grebes is highly 
ritualized and comparable to the elaborate races of 
western grebes, but presumably all these forms of be- 
havior, from slow "barging" to rapid rushes or races, 
have their origins in antagonistic chases (Fjeldsi 1973~).  
Copulation in pied-billed grebes has been described 
in detail by McAllister and Storer (196j), and it takes a 
form very much like those of other species, contrary to 
earlier descriptions that were apparently based on mis- 
interpreted aggressive behaviors. It occurs on the nest or 
a nestlike platform and is preceded by the two usual 
grebe precopulatory displays, rearing (with or without 
associated wing shaking) and a low inviting posture, 
with the head and neck stretched forward in line with 
the body. During treading the female was seen to retract 
her head and touch the male's breast with her nape 
feathers while extending her neck and tilting her bill 
upward. During treading the male called, and afterward 
he flopped back into the water without any associated 
postcopulatory display other than to bring back a few 
loads of weeds to the nest and to bathe in the usual way. 
The female shuffled her wings and then dived into the 
water and swam away. 
Reproductive Biology 
BREEDING SEASON AND NESTING SUBSTRATE. 
Chabreck (1963) reported active nests in Louisiana be- 
tween May 3 and September 10, with a hatching peak in 
early June. In an Iowa study the period of eggs in I 38 
nests ranged from May z to August 8 (Glover 195 3), and 
I 3 I Ontario egg records are from May 3 to August 22 
(Peck and James 1983). All of these suggest a protracted 
breeding season, although the only proven case of dou- 
ble brooding seems to be that reported by Miller (1942). 
He noted that a second clutch was hatched approx- 
imately 5 weeks after the hatching of an earlier brood, 
indicating that a second laying began only about 4 days 
after the first clutch hatched. As in all grebes, the nest 
is built over water, in vegetation of varying densities. 
Sealy (1978) found a minimum water depth of 12.7 cen- 
timeters for 3 I nests and an average distance from open 
water of 1.3 meters. Peck and James (1983) stated that 
records of 387 nests indicated nests were placed in sites 
from as little as a few centimeters deep to more than a 
meter, and usually in vegetation 2.5-15 .o meters from 
open water but rarely also in open water and attached to 
logs or dead trees. Glover's (1953) analysis of nest sites 
indicated that the birds favored relatively high vegeta- 
tion density but used many different emergent vegeta- 
tion types, especially Eleocharis. The average distance 
to open water in his sample of I 38 nests was 25.8 feet 
(7.8 meters), but there was no significant correlation be- 
tween nesting success and vegetation density at the 
nest site. In Chabreck's (1963) study the birds more 
often nested in open water than in stands of emergent 
vegetation, with nests constructed of submerged wid- 
geongrass (Ruppia) in areas of unobstructed visibility. 
Sites of 82 North Dakota nests had an average water 
depth of 25  inches and a range of I 1-37 inches (Stewart 
1975). Otto (1983) concluded that the two prime deter- 
minants of nest placement in his study area were water 
depth (at least 2 5  centimeters) and vegetation density 
(minimum of 10 square centimeters of stem basal depth 
per square meter of surface). 
NEST BUILDING A N D  E G G  LAYING. In Glover's (1953) 
study, nest building was determined to require 3-7 
days, depending on the availability of nesting materials 
and perhaps also the physiological state of the female, 
who did most of the construction. He found that most 
birds built two nests; the first was an unproductive 
effort and eggs were placed only in the second. Sealy 
(1978) has summarized data on clutch size in this spe- 
cies from many parts of its range, which suggest that at 
least in Canada and the United States the average 
clutch size ranges from 4.3 to 7.0, with most means be- 
tween 6.1 and 6.8 eggs. Typically an egg is laid every 
day, though a day may be skipped toward the end of the 
egg-laying cycle. Chabreck (1963) observed that clutch 
sizes in Louisiana tended to decrease through the 
breeding season and that most clutches took about z 
weeks to complete as a result of apparently irregular 
egg-laying rhythms. Otto (1983) judged that the season- 
al decline in clutch size in his area occurred because re- 
nesting birds produced lower average clutch sizes in 
replacement nests. 
INCUBATION AND BROODING.  Both sexes incubate, 
with incubation beginning with the first-laid egg. Thus 
hatching is staggered over a period ranging from as little 
as z days to one comparable to the time spent in egg 
laying, or as much as z weeks. The incubation period in 
Otto's (1983) study averaged 22.7 days (120 eggs, range 
20.5-27.0 days), with some variation that was probably 
associated with the seemingly variable intensity of in- 
cubation behavior. Chabreck (1963) reported a nesting 
success of 89.6 percent (96 of 107 nests hatching one or 
more young) and a hatching success of 9 I .3 percent (327 
of 358 eggs in 49 successful nests). Wind, rain, and tides 
apparently caused most nest losses. Since the average 
brood size was only 4.4, there was evidently consider- 
able mortality of eggs or newly hatched young. Glover 
(1953) reported a 70.4 percent nesting success (97 of 138 
nests) and a hatching success of about 82 percent in suc- 
cessful nests. Wind effects and fluctuating water levels 
were major causes of nest losses in his study, with rac- 
coons being the only predator of apparent significance. 
Weather effects and egg predators were the major factors 
affecting nest success in Otto's (1983) study of I 50 
Wisconsin nests. He estimated a nesting success of 76.7 
percent, with most losses from predation and wave ef- 
fects, and a hatching success of 90.7 percent. As a result 
of renesting efforts (a minimum incidence of 66 percent 
was estimated) there was a high production of hatched 
chicks, estimated by Otto to average 5.53 young per 
breeding pair. 
GROWTH AND SURVIVAL OF Y O U N G .  The young at- 
tained initial flight abilities at about 35 days, and the 
adults stayed with their young for 2 5  days in one study 
(Kirby 1976). Brood sizes reported by Yocom, Harris, and 
Hansen ( I  95 8) averaged 2.9 for 9 5 broods of varying 
ages, with the oldest age-class averaging 2.6 young. This 
suggests a relatively low fledging success in spite of the 
high nesting success rates noted earlier for various stud- 
ies. 
BREEDING SUCCESS A N D  RECRUITMENT RATES. There 
are no estimates available of recruitment rates or an- 
nual survival rates for this species. However, if one as- 
sumes (based on sources mentioned above) an average 
clutch size of 6.5 eggs and a hatching success of 85 per- 
cent, the average brood size at hatching should be 4.1 
young. If older broods average 2.6 young, the brood mor- 
tality would be approximately 37 percent and the re- 
cruitment rate about 56 percent, assuming that all pairs 
nest and none raise more than a single brood. This im- 
plies an annual adult survival rate in the vicinity of 40- 
50 percent, which is in line with what little is known of 
grebe life-history characteristics. 
Evolutionary History and Relationships 
Certainly the nearest relative of this species is the giant 
pied-billed grebe of Lake Atitlan, Guatemala (Bowes 
1969)~ and fossil pied-billed grebes are also known from 
the Pleistocene (Storer 1976b). The two extant pied- 
billed grebes differ from their nearest relatives in a vari- 
ety of anatomical ways (Storer 1976a), and these seem 
to represent specializations. Behaviorally, Podilymbus is 
distinctive in its sexually dimorphic "song" and its 
well-developed "pivoting" display, according to Storer. 
Fields5 (1973~)  listed a number of display similarities 
existing between the pied-billed grebe and the little 
grebe, and various additional anatomical similarities be- 
tween Podilymbus and Tachybaptus. Downy plumages 
of these forms are also similar in lacking longitudinal 
stripes on the forehead and in having a rufous crown 
patch and a black area on the rear of the crown, accord- 
ing to Fjelds5. 
Population Status and Conservation 
Nothing can be said of the pied-billed grebe's popula- 
tion other than that it is the most ubiquitous of the 
North American grebes, and probably it or the eared 
grebe is the most common. It is highly adaptable to var- 
ious small breeding habitats and is certainly not a con- 
cern for conservationists. Its avoidance of open ocean 
makes it quite safe from oil pollution, and it rarely is 
purposely killed by hunters. 
Horned Grebe 
Podiceps auritus (Linnaeus) 
OTHER VERNACULAR NAMES: Slavonian grebe (British); 
nordisklappedykker (Danish); grebe esclavon (French); 
Ohrentaucher (German); florgodi (Icelandic); mimi kait- 
suburi (Japanese); krasnosheynaya poganka (Russian); 
svarthakedopping (Swedish); zambullidor cornudo 
(Spanish). 
Distribution of North American Subspecies (See Map 7) 
Podiceps auritus cornutus Gmelin 
B R E E D S  in North America from central Alaska, north- 
ern Yukon, northwestern and southern Mackenzie, 
southern Keewatin, and northern Manitoba south to 
eastern Washington, northeastern Idaho, southwestern 
and northern Montana, northern South Dakota, north- 
western Minnesota, central Wisconsin, and extreme 
western Ontario (formerly from northern Ontario, 
southern Quebec and New Brunswick south to northern 
Utah, northwestern Nebraska, northeastern Iowa, 
northern Illinois, northern Indiana, and southern New 
England). 
WINTERS in North America on the Pacific coast from 
the Aleutians and south coastal Alaska south to south- 
ern California and on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts from 
Nova Scotia south to southern Florida and west to 
southern Texas, rarely on inland waters from southern 
Canada and the Great Lakes southward. 
Description (after Witherby et al. 1941) 
ADULTS I N  BREEDING PLUMAGE (sexes alike). Fore- 
head, crown, and neck black glossed blue; mantle and 
scapulars glossy black, feathers narrowly edged gray or 
grayish; back brownish black; rump and tail as mantle 
but lower tail feathers white with black tips, sides of 
rump chestnut, feathers tipped black (sides of head and 
underparts); stripe from upper mandible above lores and 
eye through ear coverts to nape chestnut, portion from 
behind eye more golden (feathers very narrow, long, and 
silky); sides of head, chin, and upper throat glossy 
bluish black; rest of throat and upper breast chestnut, 
some feathers adjoining breast tipped white; breast and 
belly silky white; sides of breast and flanks chestnut, 
feathers mostly tipped grayish black and many adjoin- 
ing breast and belly white with subterminal blackish 
gray spots or marks; vent grayish brown, feathers down- 
like and tipped white; axillaries and under wing coverts 
white; primaries brown with black shafts, pale brown 
with black shafts, pale brown inner webs and white 
bases, two innermost occasionally with small white 
tips; secondaries white, outer ones with varying 
amount of brown, two outermost often mostly brown 
with small white tips, varying number of middle ones 
pure white, inner ones white with black tips, and inner- 
most black with white bases; wing coverts grayish 
brown, innermost white, tipped blackish brown. 
WINTER PLUMAGE. Crown glossy black but not as 
bluish black as summer; neck browner black, on each 
side of lower nape a white patch not quite meeting in 
center of back of neck, feathers of which have long 
7. Current North American distribution of the horned grebe, major migratory corridors (wavy line). The Eurasian range is 
showing summer distribution (hatched), wintering range shown on the inset map. 
(shaded), peripheral or casual range (broken line), and limits of 
brownish black tips and white bases; mantle and scapu- 
l a r ~  not as glossy as summer and grayish edges rather 
more obscure; no chestnut on sides of rump, feathers 
being white, tipped black; above lores a grayish spot; 
some feathers behind eye often more or less rufous; 
chin, cheeks up to eye, ear coverts, and upper throat 
white, often with a few ill-defined blackish spots; lower 
throat pale brown, feathers tipped white, occasionally 
whole throat white; sides of breast and flanks white, 
feathers tipped black (not chestnut); rest of plumage as 
summer. 
JUVENILES. Much like adult winter but upperparts 
browner, sides of nape and sometimes cheeks slightly 
mottled brown, flanks more lightly marked brownish 
black. 
DOWNY YOUNG. Chin and light stripes of head tinged 
buff, light stripes of neck and upperparts narrow and 
grayish white, general appearance of upperparts with 
clear, narrow stripes, not obscured as in eared grebe, up- 
per mandible with two transverse black bands, proximal 
one not reaching cutting edge and neither one to lower 
mandible. Resembles the red-necked grebe in having 
well-defined black-and-white bands on head and neck 
and a median white spot on rear crown, but the banding 
across the bill does not continue to the lower mandible, 
and there is a larger bare pink spot on the anterior 
crown (Fjeldsi 1977). 
Measurements and Weights 
MEASUREMENTS (of cornutus). Wing: males 138-5 I 
m m  (average of 23, 147.5); females 132.5-150.0 mm 
(average of 22, 141.5). Culmen: males 22-26 mm (aver- 
age of 23, 24.1); females 21.0-24.5 m m  (average of 22, 
23.0) (Palmer 1962). Eggs: average of 45, 44 x 30 m m  
(Bent 1919). 
WEIGHTS (of cornutus). All seasons, males 345-574 g 
(average of 13, 437), females 213-481 g (average of 15, 
362 g) (various sources). Summer weights of nominate 
auritus average about I 5 g heavier (Cramp and Sim- 
mons 1977). Estimated egg weight, 22.5 g (Schonwetter 
1967). Newly hatched chicks weigh 14-20 g (Fjeldsb 
1977). 
Identification 
I N  THE FIELD.  In breeding plumage, this species is 
likely to be confused only with the eared grebe, which 
has a black rather than a brown neck and golden ear 
tufts that are more fanlike than hornlike. In winter the 
two species are more similar, but the horned grebe has a 
strongly bicolored head pattern (similar to that of the 
red-necked grebe), with no gray smudging extending 
into the ear region. The bill of the horned grebe appears 
slightly longer and more tapered, while the eared grebe 
has a shorter bill that is nearly straight dorsally and 
sharply tapered ventrally, producing an uptilted ap- 
pearance. The calls of the two species are similar, but 
those of the horned grebe include a loud, accelerating 
trill, a double squeaking sound, ko-wee, kowee that 
serves as an alarm note, and several others. 
IN THE HAND. This medium-sized grebe has a wing 
length that is similar to that of the eared grebe, as is its 
culmen length, but in the horned grebe the bill is 
slightly deeper than its basal width, and both the upper 
and lower mandibles are tapered rather symmetrically. 
White feathers are present on the upper wing coverts 
near the leading edge of the wing, and the nape area 
tends to be paler in immature and winter-plumage birds 
than in the eared grebe. 
Ecology and Habitats 
BREEDING A N D  NONBREEDING HABITATS. Ecological 
studies in Manitoba indicate that breeding horned 
grebes favor open, deep-water marshes ranging in size 
from 0.1 to 8.4 hectares over emergent deep marshes or 
shallow marshes (Ferguson and Sealy I 98 3). In 
Saskatchewan the birds were found to favor ponds larger 
than 0.2 hectares and those with areas of open water. In 
North Dakota one study indicated a use of ponds rang- 
ing from o. I to more than 128 hectares in size but with 
the heaviest use of ponds of less than 2 hectares and 
those with a predominance of open water (Faaborg 
1976). In Iceland the birds prefer small, shallow water 
areas surrounded by rich vegetation, whereas in Finland 
the species extends into a broader habitat range, includ- 
ing open, oligotrophic lakes, but mainly those 1-10 
hectares in area and having about 16 percent of the wa- 
ter area with emergent vegetation (FjeldsH I 97 3a)  Stew- 
art (1975) characterized the species' breeding habitats in 
North Dakota as ranging from fresh to slightly brackish 
waters and seasonal to permanent ponds and lakes hav- 
ing an expanse of open water and ranging from 0.3 3 acre 
to at least several hundred acres. 
Nonbreeding habitats are diverse and include not 
only freshwater lakes and ponds but also coastal areas, 
where the birds use both estuaries and marine waters, 
sometimes in bays well out from shore. Probably most 
birds winter on brackish or marine waters rather than 
freshwater habitats such as larger lakes (Palmer 1962). 
SOCIALITY AND DENSITIES. This is a relatively ter- 
ritorial grebe, with small ponds usually supporting only 
a single pair. If two or more are present, the nests are 
widely separated by open water or by a barrier of vegeta- 
tion or land (Faaborg 1976). Faaborg reported that one 
19.6 hectare pond supported 4 horned grebe pairs ( 5  hec- 
tares per pair), and Stewart (1975) noted that a 43 acre 
pond (17.4 hectares) had 5 nesting pairs (3.5 hectares per 
pair). Ferguson and Sealy (1983) reported that two ponds 
of I .  I hectares each supported z pairs while one of 2.6 
hectares had 4 pairs (0.5 5-0.65 hectare per pair). These 
are certainly unusually high densities and probably re- 
flect very rich local food supplies. Fjeldsi (1973b) found 
that aggressive levels of these birds in Norway and Ice- 
land were related to relative food abundance, with mini- 
mum breeding areas of eutrophic waters of 0.12 hectare 
per pair and about 0.8 hectare per pair for ponds of low 
fertility. Distances of less than 10 meters between 
neighboring pairs were found typical only of waters 
larger than 5.7 hectares, and distances of less than 5 me- 
ters were typical only in lakes of more than 46 hectares. 
These cases of close nest placement reflected the dis- 
tribution of very protected nest sites or localized pat- 
terns of emergent vegetation rather than a lack of 
territorial tendencies. 
PREDATORS AND COMPETITORS. Known nest predators 
in North America and Europe include raccoons (Pro- 
cyon lotor), mink (Mustela vison), gulls (Larus spp.), and 
hooded crow (Corvus corone), while suspected predators 
include American crow (Corvus brachyrhynchus), mag- 
pie (Pica pica), and American coot (Fulica americana) 
(Fjeldsi 1973~;  Ferguson and Sealy 1983). Newly 
hatched chick mortality typically is also quite high, but 
frequently such early death comes from fatigue and loss 
of heat or some other cause unrelated to predation 
(Fjeldsl 1973~) .  There is good reason to believe that the 
pied-billed grebe is a serious competitor with the 
horned grebe in North America, and the more aggres- 
sive pied-billed grebe is favored in situations of local in- 
teraction (Faaborg I 976; Ferguson and Sealy I 983). 
There is also indirect evidence of competitive interac- 
tions between the horned grebe and several European 
grebes (Fjeldsi 1983a). 
General Biology 
FOOD AND FORAGING BEHAVIOR.  Wetmore's (1924) 
analysis of foods of this species was based on 122 stom- 
ach samples ( I  14 with food remains) from nearly all 
months of the year. Fish remains occurred in 49 stom- 
achs, and composed 34.6 percent of the volume. These 
were of a wide variety of marine and freshwater forms. 
Crustaceans were found in 29 stomachs and amounted 
to 17.9 percent of the volume. They were of various 
larger forms such as crayfish, shrimps, and prawns, as 
well as amphipods and isopods. Insects made up 46 per- 
cent of the food volume, with beetles composing over 
half the total. Most of these were aquatic forms, but 
there were some terrestrial insects. Fjeldsb's (1973a) 
study of foods and foraging behavior is more valuable 
and was based on 49 stomachs from breeding areas in 
Iceland. An analysis by weight indicated a predomi- 
nance of fish in the diet, though by numbers the 
cladocerans and insects greatly outnumbered fish. 
Fjeldsl concluded that the species is unspecialized and 
very flexible in its diet, normally foraging on nektonic 
prey of fish and arthropods but able to shift to whatever 
is readily available. 
Foraging is preferably done in rather shallow areas, 
o. 3- I .  5 meters deep, often along the edge of beds of 
emergent vegetation, and where some submerged vege- 
tation is present and nektonic prey might be hiding. Be- 
sides diving for food, the birds "skim" prey from the 
water's surface and snatch insects from the air or from 
overhanging vegetation. When diving, the birds proceed 
at about I meter per second, and most foraging dives are 
in the range of 7-25 seconds duration, with extremes as 
long as 73 seconds (Fjeldsl 1973a). 
MOVEMENTS A N D  MIGRATIONS. Although migratory 
routes are still poorly known in North America, they 
seem to follow both coastlines and, to a much more 
limited degree, the Mississippi valley. When migrating 
overland, the birds move nocturnally, but coastal migra- 
tion is often diurnal. Northward movement from win- 
tering areas begins in March, most birds are gone from 
southern coastal wintering sites by the end of April, and 
by mid-May they have left northern waters. Arrival in 
inland breeding sites begins in March and may peak in 
April, though some northern areas may not be reached 
until late May or even early June. Like the other grebes, 
movement during the fall is fairly prolonged and related 
to the time of freeze-up, with birds arriving on most 
coastal wintering areas at  various times from October 
to late November or even December. Some of the birds 
wintering on the Gulf Coast may arrive there via the 
Atlantic (Palmer I 962). 
Social Behavior 
MATING SYSTEM A N D  TERRITORIALITY. Horned grebes 
are seasonally monogamous, with possible longer reten- 
tion of pair bonds. Fjeldsi ( 1 9 7 3 ~ )  reported that about 75 
percent of the birds arrive on breeding lakes already 
paired and that those arriving already mated exhibit lit- 
tle elaborate display. He believed that pairs may be 
formed either through gradual development of individ- 
ual associations in flocks or through complex displays 
performed by unpaired birds on the breeding grounds. 
Mate retention and nest site tenacity have both been 
observed among Swedish birds. In spring there is a rapid 
shift from the flocking tendency of migrating birds to 
dispersal and hostility. Territoriality in grebes is not a 
prerequisite to pair bonding but instead follows and is a 
consequence of it, according to Fjeldsi. Fjeldsl(1973b) 
found that only 16 of 560 birds remained unmated 
through the summer and that only 9.2 percent of the 
paired birds apparently laid no eggs, leading him to con- 
clude that breeding is regular in first-year birds. How- 
ever, such first-year birds were socially submissive and 
tended to be expelled from favored breeding areas to in- 
ferior habitats under the pressures of crowding. Territo- 
ries are established around nests or mating platforms, 
and in Fjeldsi's study area type A territories (which in- 
cluded exclusive foraging areas) were formed by pairs on 
small ponds or bays, and these averaged about o. 5 hec- 
tare. On larger lakes type B territories (with communal 
foraging areas) were more typical, and these averaged 
about I hectare for solitary pairs. On some large lakes 
loose colonies occurred, and there a small activity ra- 
dius was used by each pair. Mutually exclusive use was 
typically limited to the area immediately around the 
nest (type C territoriality), with foraging done well away 
from the nesting colony (Fjeldsi 197313). Territory size 
was thus quite variable and largely related to the loca- 
tion and richness of the food supply. 
VOICE A N D  DISPLAY. Vocalizations have been sum- 
marized by Cramp and Simmons (1977) and are de- 
scribed as part of general display behavior by Storer 
(1969) and Fjeldsi (1973~) .  The advertising call, which is 
uttered by unmated birds during the breeding season 
and also used as a contact call to reunite the pair or 
family, is a loud, nasal call that tends to descend in 
pitch and ends in a trill or rattle. An alarm note is simi- 
lar but is usually shriller. Duet trilling is a loud, acceler- 
ating trill uttered by a pair during the triumph 
ceremony, and during copulation a very similar trilled 
call is uttered by the active (treading) partner. Threat 
chittering is also similar, and it intergrades with duet 
trilling during hostile encounters between pairs. A con- 
tact chittering call is used by paired birds as a "conver- 
sational" call, and a repeated two- or three-syllable note 
is uttered by one or both of the birds during platform 
courtship. Various other notes have also been described 
for the species but are of uncertain importance or func- 
tion. 
Displays have been described in detail by Fjeldsi 
(1973~))  whose drawings are the basis for those included 
here (figs. 34 and 35). Unpaired birds utter the advertis- 
ing call in a stretched neck posture with spread nuptial 
plumage (fig. 3 sC, J), a posture somewhat similar to the 
aggressive upright (fig. 3 sB) and also the appeasement 
posture (fig. 35A) Two grebes alternate advertising calls 
at a distance of about 10-15 meters, then one (of either 
sex) may dive. Simultaneously the other adopts the cat 
posture (fig. 34BJ As the underwater bird approaches it 
briefly exposes itself in a "bouncy" posture (fig. 34A) as 
many as five times. When it has reached a distance of 
about a meter from the waiting partner, the submerged 
bird suddenly appears and looms out of the water in a 
ghostly penguin posture, with the neck initially bent 
forward and finally stretching out vertically as the bird 
turns toward its partner, which by now has adopted a 
raised neck attitude (fig. 34C) and is about to rise in the 
water to perform a mutual penguin dance with head 
shaking by both birds (fig. 34D,E). This dance may last a 
few seconds, after which the pair sinks back into the 
water and begins mutual habit preening (fig. j4G). La- 
ter, after pair formation, alternations of mutual head 
shaking and habit preening (fig. 34G,H) form a common 
type of ceremony. Alternations of habit preening and 
the penguin posture may last up to 40 seconds, and the 
34. Social behavior of the horned grebe (after Fields5 1 9 7 3 ~ ) :  A, 
bouncy posture; B, cat display; C, transition from cat to pen- 
guin posture; D, E, penguin dance; F, turning away; G, mutual 
habit preening; H, mutual head shaking; I, J, triumph cere- 
mony; K, hunched phase and parallel swimming. 
ceremony ends with a gradual sleeking of the plumage 
and a slow, ritualized turning away (fig. 34F) After this 
one of the partners may fly away and begin the entire 
discovery ceremony again with a cat display, or both 
might dive. Sometimes after such a dive the two birds 
will appear with weeds in their bills and swim toward 
each other (fig. 35D)  Upon meeting, they rise in the wa- 
ter (fig. 3 sE), as in the penguin dance, but then turn and 
perform a parallel rush over the water for 5-10 meters 
(fig. 35F) while still carrying their weeds. They then 
subside and usually move slightly apart (fig. 35G), only 
to begin a new rush a few seconds later in a different di- 
rection. Although other North American grebes have a 
weed dance, and some also have slower barging cere- 
monies, only this species exhibits a weed rush display. 
A male has also been seen performing the penguin pos- 
ture toward humans during nest defense (fig. 35H), after 
which the bird turned and moved about a meter in the 
same posture (barging) before finally lowering its head 
plumes and diving (fig. 3 51). In the triumph ceremony, 
35. Social behavior of the horned grebe (after Fjeldsi 1973~):  A, 
appeasement; B, aggressive upright posture; C, advertising in 
stretched neck posture; D-G, weed ceremony; H, penguin pos- 
ture; followed by I, barging and diving; J, advertising on nest; 
K, copulation invitation. 
performed only by well-established pairs, the two birds 
meet in a hunched posture (fig. 341). They then turn par- 
allel and swim together for a distance or make a series 
of turnings, ending with a parallel swim (fig. 34J) or 
with swimming toward the nest one after the other. 
Food presentation by a male to its mate has been rarely 
observed but does not seem to be ritualized into a dis- 
play. 
Platform behavior begins when one bird initiates so- 
liciting by adopting an inviting posture, either on a plat- 
form (fig. 35K) or on the water. Water soliciting often 
precedes platform solicitation and actual copulation. 
During inviting the crest is lowered and the neck is 
slightly bent, producing a different appearance from the 
advertising posture (fig. 35J), which is sometimes per- 
formed on the nest by an incubating bird whose mate is 
nearby. A soliciting bird may also utter a platform call, 
and it usually also performs rearing, a standing posture 
with the neck bent and the bill pointing downward. 
Mounting is done from the rear by a quick jump onto 
the back of the soliciting bird, and during copulation 
the mounted bird may lift its head, but usually not to 
the point that it touches the breast of the treading bird. 
After copulation the treading bird walks over the head 
of the partner and lands in the water with a splash. It 
sometimes supplements this with water treading in a 
nearly erect posture anc! may terminate the sequence 
with head turning or simply turning to face the other 
bird. The bird on the nest may perform head turning or 
may rise and briefly adopt a posture similar to the red- 
necked grebe's ecstatic posture (Fjeldsb 1973~) .  
Reproductive Biology 
BREEDING SEASON A N D  NESTING SUBSTRATE.  The egg- 
laying period in this species is relatively protracted. Egg 
records in North Dakota extend from April 6 to July 21, 
with a peak in June (Stewart 1975; Bent 19 19). Egg rec- 
ords from Manitoba to British Columbia are from late 
May to early July, with a peak in early June, and from 
Ontario and Quebec there is a similar range from late 
May to early July (Bent 1919; Peck and James 1983). An 
even longer egg-laying period, from mid-May to Septem- 
ber, was noted in Iceland and Norway by Fjeldsl 
(197313). In a Manitoba study egg laying extended for 
53-57 days in two different years, with egg laying in 
initial nests completed by mid-June but renesting and 
second nestings lasting into July. This long nesting sea- 
son reflected the fact that most pairs renested at  least 
once following egg failure; 6 pairs renested three times, 
and z pairs (out of an apparent total of 70) produced sec- 
ond clutches following hatching of first broods (Fer- 
guson and Sealy 1983). In this study all nests were 
anchored to emergent vegetation, in water averaging 
39.2 centimeters deep and rarely less than zo centime- 
ters deep, the apparent minimum depth needed for un- 
derwater access to the nest. Stewart noted a similar 
average depth of 40.6 centimeters for I I sites, Fjeldsi 
(197313) a 32 centimeter depth for 741 nests, and Sugden 
(1977) a considerably deeper (86 centimeter) average wa- 
ter depth at 50 nest sites. Although nests are usually 
placed in stands of emergent vegetation, a variety of 
nest substrates are used, including such supports as sub- 
merged stones and even submerged vegetation without 
any associated emergent support for the nest (Fjeldsi 
1973b). 
NEST BUILDING A N D  E G G  LAYING. Nest building is 
done gradually by both sexes; Fjeldsi (197313) reported 
peaks of nest building beginning as early as 33 days be- 
fore the initial egg. Several pairing platforms may also 
be built by the pair, especially by probable first-year 
birds, and even unpaired birds may build such plat- 
forms. The final nest is built during the last week be- 
fore laying, sometimes in a matter of hours. The egg- 
laying period is highly protracted, with young birds 
tending to nest somewhat later than old birds. Birds 
that nested on sites that were unsuccessful the previous 
season nested somewhat later than those where breed- 
ing was successful. Relative crowding does not appear 
to affect the time of laying; thus pair bonding rather 
than any flocking effect seems to influence time of 
breeding in Fjeldsi's view. Eggs are generally laid at 40- 
hour intervals, with a maximum clutch of about 7 or 8 
eggs. The average clutch size in Norway was found by 
FjeldsP (1973b) to be 3.79 eggs (233 nests), compared 
with 3.75 for Iceland (537 nests), with seasonal declines 
in clutch size typical and with possible year-to-year 
variations as well. In North America the observed aver- 
age clutch sizes include 4.5 eggs (13 nests) in North Da- 
kota (Stewart 1975) and 5.9 eggs (79 nests) in Manitoba, 
the latter study indicating a decline in clutch size 
through the season similar to that observed by Fjeldsi. 
Both these averages are substantially larger than those 
reported by Fjeldsi for Old World birds, although a sam- 
ple of 45 Finland nests averaged 4.5 eggs (Bauer and 
Glutz 1966). This variation supports the idea that local 
and perhaps yearly variations in clutch size do exist, 
probably as a reflection of local food supplies and asso- 
ciated condition of the laying females (Fjeldsi I 97 3b). 
nest than did males. They observed an incubation pe- 
riod of 23-24 days for 17 eggs but noted two extreme 
cases when hatching did not occur until 28 and 34 days. 
FjeldsP (1973b) reported an average incubation period of 
22.8 days. If the clutch is lost most pairs will begin a 
new one by variously using the same nest, building a 
new one nearby, or even moving to a new territory some 
distance away. A few pairs may lay as many as three or 
four clutches; FjeldsP (1973b) reported an average re- 
nesting rate of 88 percent, with older pairs having a 
somewhat higher renesting tendency and an average I 3 
day renesting interval, compared with a zo day interval 
among probable first-year pairs. Fjeldsi also saw 9 sec- 
ond clutches laid after successful breeding but judged 
that such second breeding efforts are negligible in their 
influence on recruitment. Ferguson and Sealy (1983) ob- 
served a shorter (up to 9 days) renesting interval but a 
similar renesting incidence, with 6 pairs each making 
two and three renesting efforts. Most renestings were 
within the pairs' original territories but usually were on 
new sites. They observed only z cases of second nest- 
ings, which occurred 10 and 16 days after hatching of 
the initial clutches. Overall nesting success reported by 
Fjeldsi (1973b) was 75.5 percent (721 nests), and he esti- 
mated an overall hatching success of 63.2 percent of all 
eggs laid. Nesting success was higher in older females 
and in nest sites protected from flooding or waves, even 
under crowded conditions, although under extreme 
crowding nest losses from desertion became significant. 
GROWTH AND SURVIVAL OF YOUNG.  Fjeldsi (1973b) re- 
ported an average brood size at hatching of 3.5 8 young 
(274 broods), compared with an average brood of I .92 
young at 70 days, indicating a survival rate of 54 per- 
cent. He noted that the broods become fairly mobile af- 
ter the first week, and by about the 10th day the young 
begin making foraging dives. At 3 weeks of age they 
may be avoided or even pecked by their parents, and in 
Fjeldsi's study area they fledged by 5 5-60 days. Sim- 
ilarly Ferguson and Sealy (1983) reported that 75 percent 
of the known-aged chicks they observed were fledged by 
45-50 days of age, with the earliest flight in chicks 41- 
42 days old. They observed a survival rate of 66 percent 
(of I 5 5 chicks) between hatching and fledging, with 
most losses in the first 10 days after hatching. Chick 
survival was unrelated to initial brood size, indicating 
that late-hatched chicks in large broods did not specifi- 
INCUBATION AND BROODING.  Incubation, or at least cally suffer from food competition with older siblings. 
nest attentiveness, typically begins as soon as the first Most of the chick losses in Fjeldsi's study also occurred 
egg is laid. Ferguson and Sealy (1983) observed that in- during the first few weeks; by zo days the average brood 
cubation was almost equal between the sexes during the size was already only 1.9 young (81 broods). Survival of 
egg-laying period, but that after the clutch was com- chicks was better on food-rich lakes than food-poor 
plete the females spent appreciably more time on the ones and better for the broods of experienced females 
than those of first-year birds. There was also a drop in 
fecundity through the season, though this was related 
directly to the seasonal reduction in clutch size rather 
than to any higher rates of late-summer mortality. 
BREEDING SUCCESS AND RECRUITMENT RATES. A six- 
year average of juvenileladult ratios during August in 
Iceland was 0.5 3 young per adult for over 2,600 birds, in- 
dicating an overall recruitment rate of 34.6 percent, but 
with substantial year-to-year variation (Fjeldsi 1973b). 
Ferguson and Sealy (1983) reported that 102 juveniles 
fledged from I 5 5 hatched chicks (66 percent) and that 
hatching success was only 30.3 percent. Thus the over- 
all breeding success was no more than about zo percent, 
and with no nonbreeders and an average clutch of 5.9 
eggs, no more than 1.2 young per pair (37.5 percent re- 
cruitment rate) would have been raised without renest- 
ing. Certainly renesting efforts increased this potential 
productivity somewhat, although clutch sizes of late 
nestings were lower and relatively few young were 
hatched after early July, when most renestings would 
have been hatching. It thus seems likely that recruit- 
ment rates for horned grebes probably range from about 
40 to 50 percent, or fairly close to Fjeldsi's (1973b) esti- 
mate of an annual 50 percent adult mortality rate, based 
on the rate of disappearance of adults between spring 
and fall. There are no published estimates of adult mor- 
tality based on banding. 
Evolutionary History and Relationships 
Fjeldsi (1973~)  reviewed the behavioral evidence on this 
species' relationships and concluded that it may be a 
possible link between the typical Podiceps forms and 
the Podilymbus-Tachybaptus group, partly because of 
its retention of such presumably ancestral traits as a 
triumph ceremony with duet trilling (as in least and 
pied-billed grebes), courtship chasing (also in little, 
least, and pied-billed grebes), courtship feeding (as in lit- 
tle and western grebes), splash diving during human dis- 
turbance at the nest (as in pied-billed and little grebes), 
the slight raising of the head by the passive partner dur- 
ing copulation (as in little, pied-billed, and sometimes 
western grebes). Fjeldsi (198x1) later placed it at one 
end of Podiceps, nearest the red-necked and great 
crested grebes, in a published phyletic dendrogram of 
grebes. It shares with these species and the four typical 
Podiceps forms the complex discovery ceremony, 
though in the homed grebe and red-necked grebe the 
"cat display" component has apparently become rather 
simplified. In horned, great crested, and red-necked 
grebes the downy young have single lateral neck stripes 
and a white spot on the rear crown, although the horned 
young is variable in its neck striping, according to 
FjeldsH (1973~) .  
Population Status and Conservation 
No estimates of population size are available for either 
the Eurasian or the North American region. Clapp et al. 
- - 
(1982) considered the species one of the most vulnerable 
to oiling mortality in the southern United States. They 
summarized data for 8 oil spills in which horned grebes 
constituted 12.3 percent of oiled birds among a total 
mortality of 34, 717 individuals, including one sample 
from Virginia in which over half the birds killed were of 
this species. However, the species is adapted to a rather 
wide array of foods, breeding habitats, and both winter- 
ing and breeding locations, so it is unlikely to suffer cat- 
astrophic losses from any single oiling event or from 
losses of local breeding habitats. 
Red-necked Grebe 
Podiceps grisegena (Boddaert) 
OTHER VERNACULAR NAMES: Holboell's grebe; 
grastrubert lappedykker (Danish); @be jougris (French); 
Rothalstaucher (German); sefgodi (Icelandic); akaeri kai- 
tsuburi (Japanese); seroshchyokaya poganka (Russian); 
grahakedopping (Swedish]. 
Distribution of North American Subspecies (See Map 8) 
Podiceps grisegena holboellii Reinhardt 
B R E E D S  in North America from western and central 
Alaska, central Yukon, northwestern and southern 
Mackenzie, northwestern Saskatchewan, central Man- 
itoba, and western and south-central Ontario south to 
Saint Lawrence Island (at least formerly), the Alaska 
Peninsula, central Washington, northern Montana, 
northeastern South Dakota and south-central Min- 
nesota, rarely to southwestern Oregon, northern Michi- 
gan, southern Quebec, and New Hampshire. Also 
breeds from Transbaikalia and Manchuria through 
northeastern Siberia (except Kamchatka, where another 
race is found) and on the Commander Islands. 
WINTERS in Asia south to southern China and Japan; in 
North America from the Pribilof and Aleutian islands, 
Kodiak, and southeastern Alaska to central (rarely 
southern) California; and from Newfoundland (occa- 
sionally), Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick to Georgia 
and northern Florida. 
8. Current North American distribution of the red-necked grebe; symbols as in map 7. 
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Description (after Witherby et al. 1941) 
ADULTS I N  BREEDING PLUMAGE (sexes alike). Forehead 
crown, two tufts of elongated feathers on each side of 
crown black, feathers with white bases; back of neck 
black, feathers with chestnut bases; whole upperparts 
brownish black, feathers narrowly edged pale brown; 
chin, upper throat, and sides of head uniform gray di- 
vided from black of top of head by narrow white line 
(these gray feathers somewhat longish but not forming a 
tippet); rest of throat, sides of neck, and upper breast 
rich chestnut with bronzy tinge on breast; rest of under- 
parts silky white more or less spotted blackish; feathers 
of sides of breast and flanks mostly brownish black or 
with large tips of brownish black and usually with con- 
siderable amount of rufous basally; axillaries and under 
wing coverts white; primaries grayish brown with black 
shafts; secondaries mostly white with shafts black 
basally and outer feathers with varying amounts of 
brown, inner feathers partly brown and white (some- 
times tinged rufous), innermost blackish brown; wing 
coverts grayish brown except innermost, which are 
blackish brown and upper series of lesser which are 
white and often tinged rufous on inner feathers. 
WINTER PLUMAGE. Forehead, crown (no tufts) and back 
of neck dark grayish brown; rest of upperparts darker 
brown (but paler than summer) and feathers edged 
brownish gray; under and behind eye finely mottled 
grayish brown; rest of sides of head, chin, and upper 
throat white; lower throat and sides of neck brown, 
feathers lightly tipped whitish; rest of underparts silky 
white, some small blackish brown dots on sides and 
body and larger ones on flanks, but considerably less 
than in summer; wings as in summer but innermost 
secondaries and greater coverts not quite so black. 
~ U V E N I L E S .  Resembles adult summer but upperparts 
with slightly more brownish tinge; sides of head, chin, 
and upper throat dull buffish white with two rather 
broad and fairly well defined brownish black stripes be- 
hind eye, a patch at base of lower mandible and varying 
amounts of brownish black mottling on chin and upper 
throat; rest of throat to base and sides of neck buffish 
chestnut varying in depth but never so dark and rich as 
in adult; underparts not so silky white as adult and 
flanks paler brown, partially concealed spots on upper 
breast and sides of body paler and not so distinct as in 
adult; wings as adult but white secondaries often more 
mottled with brown at tips. 
DOWNY Y O U N G .  Head and neck striped, but black on 
each side crown wide and white patch in center of back 
of crown reduced to a stripe; light stripes on neck dull 
buffish; those down center of back of neck narrowed 
and obscured by black and those on upper mantle very 
narrow and scarcely noticeable; rest of upperparts, base 
of throat, sides of body, flanks, and vent brownish black, 
unstriped; center of breast and belly white; black stripes 
dpwn sides of neck broken about middle, and two 
stripes down sides of lower throat joining and forming 
V. This species closely resembles the horned grebe ex- 
cept that both mandibles have two black bands. The 
pink spot of the anterior crown is vestigial, and the 
white median mark on the rear crown is very narrow. 
The black band above the eye is sharply bent and inter- 
rupted behind the ear, and there are two prominent 
slanting black bands on each side of the head in older 
young (Fjeldsl 1977). 
Measurements and Weights 
MEASUREMENTS (of holboellii). Wing: adult males 185- 
212 m m  (average of 20, 195.6); females 182-98 m m  
(average of 14, I 89.3). Culmen: males 48.5-56.0 m m  
(average of 20, 50.2); females 45-50 m m  (average of 14, 
46.7). Eggs: average of 20, 55.7 x 36.1 m m  (Palmer 1962). 
WEIGHTS (of holboellii). All seasons, males 1,ooz-1,z56 
g (average of 6, 1,166); females 945-1,165 g (average of 
3, 1,067). Weights of nominate grisegena are substan- 
tially smaller (Cramp and Simmops 1977). Estimated 
egg weight, 34.9 g (Schonwetter 1967). Newly hatched 
chicks (of grisegena) weigh 17-23 g (Fjeldsl 1977). 
Identification 
I N  THE FIELD.  This is the largest of the native Podiceps 
grebes and the one with the most massive and loonlike 
bill. In all plumages the bill is usually yellowish basally 
and blackish toward the tip and along the culmen, sepa- 
rating the species from all other grebes except the dis- 
tinctive western grebe. In breeding plumage the 
chestnut breast and foreneck, and the white cheeks and 
throat, are unique. Adults in winter plumage are gener- 
ally grayish, except for a white throat that extends 
backward and upward behind the cheeks to form a 
white crescent-shaped area. First-winter birds often lack 
this feature but have longer and more massive beaks 
than any of the other Podiceps grebes. The birds are 
often found in fairly large water areas, including deep 
lakes, where loons also occur. The calls include 
loonlike roaring, wailing, howling, or hooting calls, 
quacking notes, clucking calls, and other vocalizations. 
I N  THE HAND. The large size (wing more than I 50 m m )  
and heavy bill (which is more than 12 m m  deep at its 
base) provide for ready distinction of this species from 
nearly all other grebes. The western grebe has a similar 
wing length, but its bill is much less robust, and all the colonies do develop at times. Thus Pruess (1969) esti- 
other grebes have much shorter bills that are no more mated a total of 350-400 breeding pairs in 8% sites in 
than 10 mm deep at the base of the upper mandible. Denmark, roughly averaging about 4 pairs per site. 
Nesting in small colonies has also been reported in 
Ecology and Habitats North America; Bent ( I 9 I 9) observed a group of 7 nests 
-. 
in an area of emergent vegetation extending a hundred 
BREEDING AND NONBREEDING HABITATS. Habitats of yards or more out into Lake Winnipegosis, and he men- 
the European race have been much more completely de- tioned accounts of similar-sized colonies for Minnesota 
scribed than those of the North American form, and 
and Montana. 
possibly some differences exist as a result of major di- 
etary divergences between them. In Europe the species 
exhibits a generally inland distribution, breeding on rel- 
atively small waters having a fairly high incidence of 
emergent vegetation and associated shallow depths, 
often with low populations of fish (Cramp and Sim- 
mons 1977) Breeding waters there have minimum sizes 
variously estimated as from 0.4 to 3.0 hectares (Wobus 
1964)~ and their main requirement seems to be the pres- 
ence of islands or margins of emergent vegetation beds 
for nesting. Deep lakes are apparently avoided in Eu- 
rope, and eutrophic or boggy lakes or ponds, often rather 
small, are used instead (Sage 1973). In North America 
the species favors shallow lakes that support good fish 
populations and sometimes are nearly devoid of emer- 
gent vegetation; at least in Minnesota, it is often found 
on fairly large lakes that also support breeding common 
loons. In North Dakota it breeds on fresh or slightly 
brackish permanent ponds and lakes that usually are at 
least 10 acres (4 hectares) in area, especially those with 
beds of submerged aquatic plants (Stewart 197s). In both 
North America and Europe it evidently favors water 
areas surrounded by well-grown forest over those in 
prairie areas, but i t  also extends north to scrub tundra 
habitats in some regions. 
Nonbreeding habitats of both races are fairly large, 
often estuarine or coastal waters having good fish popu- 
lations, and occasionally wintering birds move several 
miles out into open ocean (Palmer 1962; Cramp and 
Simmons 1977). 
SOCIALITY A N D  DENSITIES. This is not a highly social 
species, and its breeding densities are relatively low. 
Wobus (1964) and Bauer and Glutz (1966) have sum- 
marized density data for the European population, and 
in general these densities average less than I pair per 
hectare, with large water areas having somewhat lower 
densities. The highest density these authors reported 
was a case of 3 pairs breeding on a I. I hectare marsh. 
One of the few accounts available for estimating North 
American densities is Munro's (1941) report of I 5-40 
pairs (in various years) nesting on a small lake in British 
Columbia that Wobus judged was about 44. I hectares, 
representing a density of less than I pair per hectare. 
The birds are most often solitary breeders, but loose 
PREDATORS A N D  COMPETITORS. NOmajor predators of 
adults have been identified, though Wobus (1964) men- 
tioned various large raptors as probable enemies of 
adults. Certainly the eggs are subject to the expected ar- 
ray of bird and mammal predators, and it is possible 
that pike (Esox spp.) are important predators of chicks 
(Wobus 1964). Wobus also suggested that the carrion 
crow (Corvus corone) may be the most important of the 
avian egg predators. Fjeldsl's (~gUzb, 1983a) studies on 
the bill and jaw musculature of red-necked grebes sug- 
gest that the European race of this species is an arthro- 
pod forager mainly adapted to foliage gleaning but that 
the long-billed and fish-eating North American race is 
an ecological counterpart to the great crested grebe. 
Fjeldsl attributes this North American population's di- 
vergence from the European race in bill shape and diet 
to ecological character release, in response to its allopa- 
try with respect to the great crested grebe. The red- 
necked grebe also overlaps with the horned grebe and 
tends to displace it from sites that are suitable to both 
species (Fjeldsl I 973d) Competitive foraging interac- 
tions between western grebes and red-necked grebes, 
which might be expected, are seemingly still unstudied, 
but red-necked grebes are not often found on the al- 
kaline prairie marshes so strongly favored by western 
grebes. 
General Biology 
FOOD AND FORAGING BEHAVIOR. The best analysis of 
the foods of the North American race of this species is 
still that of Wetmore (19241, who examined 46 stom- 
achs from all months of the year and found food re- 
mains in 36. Fish remains made up 5 5.5 percent of the 
food materials and occurred in 23 of the samples. Many 
of these remains were too fully digested to be identified. 
Crustaceans were found in 9 stomachs and composed 
zo percent of the food remains. These included mud 
lobsters (Upogebia), shrimps (Crago), prawns (Pal- 
aemonetes), and crayfish (Cambarus and Potamobius). 
Insects occurred in 13 of the samples and composed 
21.5 percent of the food remains, although in some 
cases they may have come from the digestive tracts of 
the fish consumed, as may also have been true of the 
small amounts of vegetation found. By contrast, aquatic 
and terrestrial insects and their larvae form a major part 
of the summer foods of red-necked grebes in Europe 
(Wobus 1964; Madsen 1957). However, fish are major 
foods during winter, when the birds are on marine hab- 
itats. Fish were present in all of 2 5  stomachs from 
Danish coastal waters, and over half of the birds had 
eaten more than one kind of fish. Gobies (Gobius spp.) 
and cod (Gadus spp.) were encountered in the largest 
numbers. Other food types found included crustaceans 
(in 18 stomachs) polychaetes (in 16 stomachs), insects 
(in 12 stomachs), and mollusks (in 5 stomachs). 
Foraging is done by fairly extended dives in rather 
shallow water. Mean foraging dive durations generally 
depend on depth of the water, but dives typically aver- 
age less than 30 seconds. Dewar (1924) indicated an 
average duration of 18.4 seconds, Sage (1973) an average 
of 22.7 seconds (water 1.5 meters deep), and Simmons 
(1970) averages of 24.8 seconds (water 2 meters deep) 
and 29 seconds (water to 4 meters deep). Escape dives 
would certainly average longer than these and probably 
are the sources of various reports of dives up to about a 
minute. Little or nothing has been written on max- 
imum diving depths or rates and distances of lateral 
movement, but a possible maximum observed diving 
depth is 40 meters (Wobus 1964). 
MOVEMENTS AND MIGRATIONS. Throughout its range 
this species is migratory, probably migrating primarily 
at night while moving overland, but also flying along 
the coast by day. Migration typically occurs in small 
groups, and it has been suggested that during fall older 
birds may precede the young of the year. No such segre- 
gation has been observed in spring. Very little is known 
of the routes taken in North America or the breeding 
origins and limits of birds wintering on the Pacific 
versus the Atlantic coast. Large flocks are unusual dur- 
ing migration, though Lake Ontario is an important 
stopover point in April and early May for birds moving 
up from the Atlantic coast. A similar inland movement 
from the Pacific coast also occurs in April, and the birds 
are virtually gone from the coast by May. Most breeding 
areas in the northern states and Canada are occupied by 
May, with only a few remote nesting areas reached as 
late as early June. Return to coastal wintering areas gen- 
erally is essentially completed by mid-November, al- 
though some birds may remain on large inland waters 
until late November or early December (Palmer 1962). 
Social Behavior 
MATING SYSTEM A N D  TERRITORIALITY.  At least sea- 
sonal, if not more prolonged, monogamous mating is 
typical of this species. Pair bonding evidently begins on 
migration if it has not already been initiated in the win- 
ter quarters (Wobus 1964). The degree of territoriality is 
somewhat variable, with some observers suggesting that 
a type A territory (including exclusive foraging areas) is 
defended while other observations suggest a type B ter- 
ritory (with foraging outside the defended area) is typi- 
cal (Wobus 1964). Thus Wobus found some pairs 
defending each of these types of territories, encompass- 
ing areas of from I to 6 hectares. Munro (1941) stated 
that pairs defended stretches of shoreline associated 
with nesting sites of from 70 to I 10 meters. All these 
observations suggest that no single description of ter- 
ritoriality is likely to fit the species and that local eco- 
logical conditions and associated food supplies are 
almost certain to influence the relative development of 
territorial behavior. 
VOICE A N D  DISPLAY. This is a highly vocal species, with 
perhaps the most penetrating voice of any North Ameri- 
can grebe, which correlates well with its generally high 
level of dispersal during the breeding season and its oc- 
currence on rather large bodies of water. The species' 
calls and postures have been described by Wobus (1964) 
and more recently have been summarized by J. Fjeldsl 
and R. Storer (in Cramp and Simmons 1977). Storer 
(1969) has also made some comparative comments on 
the displays of this species. At least seven types of calls 
have been described, of which the most significant is 
probably the "song and display call." This is a very loud, 
loonlike call uttered by birds on territory, either singly 
or as a duet, and sometimes as part of singing encoun- 
ters by birds on different territories. In the North Amer- 
ican race the call is perhaps best described as a series of 
somewhat loonlike ah-oo notes, usually followed by a 
group of ah, whaa, or other chittering sounds. As many 
as sixty notes may be uttered in sequence during ter- 
ritorial interactions, though during aquatic courtship 
the series may be about four to ten notes, with even 
fewer being typical during summer. Notes uttered by 
the female are lower in pitch and shorter than those of 
the male and may be more braying or whinnying in 
character. The advertising call of birds of the North 
American race is a loud, nasal arrrrr, used before the 
discovery ceremony and in combination with duet calls. 
A clucking call, given by both members of a pair during 
pair formation and also during platform courtship, is a 
rapid series of ga or keck notes. Disturbed birds produce 
a hissing note, especially at the nest, and utter an alarm 
note upon disturbance by humans. Finally, a purring 
note is uttered by birds soliciting on the nest, and the 
male during copulation utters a rattling call. 
Displays of this species are illustrated in figure 36, 
36. Social behavior of the red-necked grebe (mainly after 
Cramp and Simmons 1977) :  A, calling during "Sitzbalz"; B, tri- 
umph ceremony; C, head turning following triumph cere- 
mony; D, cat display; E, approach and copulation invitation 
postures; F, rearing; G, H, copulation; I, postcopulatory ecstat- 
ic posture; J, postcopulatory water treading; K, postcopulatory 
head turning. 
based on drawings by Wobus (1964) and by J. Fjeldsi in 
Cramp and Simmons (1977). In general this species 
seems to be more vocal and correspondingly to have 
fewer elaborate postural signals than the other North 
American Podiceps grebes. Males utter the advertising 
call or "song" during most ceremonial encounters and 
apparently lack habit preening, a retreat ceremony, or a 
casual food presentation ceremony. The advertising call 
may be uttered as the male swims about with a slightly 
raised neck and crest, or as part of more elaborate cere- 
monies. The most frequent courtship ceremony is the 
"Sitzbalz," a mutual approach the two birds perform 
with erected necks, raised crests, and repeated head 
shaking ("low head waggles") while uttering the adver- 
tising call and holding their bills at slightly declining 
angles. At higher intensity, one (fig. 36A) or both (fig. 
36B) birds may rise out of the water during the calling 
phase. In a typical "discovery ceremony" sequence one 
bird approaches the other in a shallow approach dive, 
emerging at times in a "bouncy posture" or with only 
its head showing, and then rises and calls while in a 
"ghostly penguin" (fig. 36A) posture when 3-4 meters 
away from the other, which is typically in a cat posture 
(fig. 36D) with partially raised and folded wings and a 
retracted head. After the ghostly penguin and cat dis- 
play the two birds may simultaneously rise and mutu- 
ally call in a penguin dance (fig. 36B) and then subside 
and perform slow head turning movements (fig. 36C). 
Parallel swimming ("barging") may also occur before or 
after the penguin dance (Wobus 1964)~ or the penguin 
dance may be replaced by a parallel rushing of the pair 
over the water. A "weed trick" is also present, with one 
or both members of the pair emerging slowly from a 
dive with weeds in the bill, rising almost upright in a 
penguin dance while calling, and then subsiding. The 
weed trick is invariably performed after successful dis- 
covery ceremonies in this species (FjeldsH 1983a). After 
aggressive encounters the pair may perform a triumph 
ceremony by duetting from a hunched posture similar 
to the cat posture. Habit preening is also present, as it is 
in all typical Podiceps forms (Fjeldsi 1983a). 
Copulation is normally performed on a platform, al- 
though there have been observations of inviting be- 
havior and attempted copulation on the water. 
Soliciting behavior includes a crouched inviting posture 
[fig. 36E) and a standing or "rearing" posture (fig. 36F). 
During treading the male calls, and the female holds her 
head low, keeping the bill level or tilting it up only 
slightly (fig. 36G,H). After treading is completed the 
male performs a ritualized retreat by swimming away in 
a nearly erect posture while water treading (fig. 3 6 J), as 
the female also rises in an "ecstatic" posture (fig. 361). 
Finally the male subsides and tums in the water to face 
the female (fig. 36J), and both birds perform a series of 
slow head turns. Chamberlin (1977) observed a simpler 
postcopulatory pattern in 6 cases, which apparently 
lacked the ritualized retreat of the male and the ecstatic 
posture of the female. 
Reproductive Biology 
B R E E D I N G  SEASON A N D  NESTING SUBSTRATE. The 
nesting season is moderately long; Peck and James 
(1983) indicate a spread of 60 egg dates in Ontario as 
May I 5 to September 17, with a peak in mid-June. Rec- 
ords summarized by Bent (1919) indicate a spread of egg 
records from Minnesota, North Dakota, and Wash- 
ington from mid-May to mid-July, and for the Canadian 
provinces from Manitoba to British Columbia from late 
May to early August, peaking in June. This distribution 
of dates suggests that double brooding is rare in North 
America, but there is one record of double brooding for 
North Dakota (Mink and Gibson 1976). Nests are built 
over water as floating structures that are anchored to 
emergent vegetation or, more rarely, to submerged sup- 
ports. Floating wooden platforms have occasionally also 
been used as nest sites. Gotzman (1965) found the com- 
monest water depth at nests to be 0.50-0.75 meter, and 
most nests were within 20 meters of the edge of the 
reedbed, in plants of medium density. In Ontario nests 
have been found at depths ranging from 25 centimeters 
to more than 1 5 0  centimeters, and from about I to 18 
meters from the nearest shore (Peck and James 1983). 
NEST BUILDING A N D  EGG LAYING.  The nest is built by 
both members of the pair, and it is frequently preceded 
by the construction of several platforms that are not 
completed but are used for copulation. The platform for 
the final nest may be initiated 4-8 days before egg lay- 
ing (Wobus 1964). The eggs are laid daily or at 2-day in- 
tervals, and the clutch size seems to be quite variable. 
Wobus (1964) reported an overall mean of 3.8 eggs for 36 
clutches, with a strong seasonal decline in average 
clutch size (from 4.9 to 2.5 eggs), and Onno (1960) re- 
ported a similar overall mean of 3.5 5 eggs for 44 
clutches from birds of the nominate race. There are no 
comparable averages for North America, but Peck and 
James ( I  983) indicated a range of I -7 eggs for 5 2 nests, 
with 26 nests having 3-5 eggs. Seven North Dakota 
clutches averaged 3.1 eggs (Stewart 1975). Palmer (1962) 
and Bent (1919) indicated that the normal clutch in 
North America is 4 or 5 eggs, at least as large as or per- 
haps slightly larger than in Europe. 
INCUBATION AND BROODING. The incubation period 
is normally 22-23 days, but in cold weather it is some- 
times protracted to as long as 27 days (Onno 1960; 
Wobus 1964). Incubation is performed by both sexes and 
begins with the laying of the first egg or variably later, 
so that staggered hatching of the young is typical, 
though simultaneous hatching is also fairly common. 
Typically one parent continues to incubate any remain- 
ing eggs as the other begins to tend the newly hatched 
chicks, but occasionally some unhatched eggs may be 
left in the nest. 
GROWTH AND SURVIVAL O F  YOUNG.  There is little 
good information on development or growth rates in 
this species, and indeed the periods to juvenile indepen- 
dence and fledging are still unknown. Chamberlin 
(1977) noted that birds up to 54 days old were still being 
fed by their parents, their foods consisting of minnows, 
crayfish, and probably insects. Apparently unfledged 
young have been seen with their parents when 72 days 
old (Palmer 1962), but it seems unlikely that fledging 
would normally require this long. Wobus (1964) judged 
that the young become independent when they are 8- 
10 weeks old. Mink and Gibson (1976) saw a pair begin 
a second nesting when the three surviving young of 
their first brood were still quite young. A total of 5 eggs 
was laid in the second nest. Remarkably, one of the 
young of the first brood apparently attempted to incu- 
bate the eggs of the second nesting but was eventually 
chased away from the nest by the parents. 
BREEDING SUCCESS A N D  RECRUITMENT RATES. Little 
information exists on mortality rates and brood sizes, 
but Munro (1941) reported that 35 Canadian broods had 
65 young, or I .85 young per brood, based on counts 
taken mainly in July. Munro also reported an August 
average of 0.65 young per adult, suggesting a recruit- 
ment rate of approximately 39 percent. Munro judged 
that during an average year only about 70 percent of the 
adults attempting to breed are successful. There are no 
estimates available of adult mortality rates in this spe- 
cies, either in North America or in Europe. The age of 
maturity has been estimated as'z years (Palmer 1962; 
Cramp and Simmons 1977), but there seems to be no 
hard evidence confirming this except perhaps for the 
fairly high incidence of nonbreeding, presumed first- 
year birds in the breeding range and on larger lakes 
along the migratory route. The attainment of full adult 
nuptial plumage in the first year (Cramp and Simmons 
1977) certainly suggests a physiological capability for 
breeding then. Perhaps, like the great crested grebe, 
which also attains adult plumage the first year, first- 
year birds often mate and establish territories, but suc- 
cessful breeding may not occur until the second year. In 
that species a total of 7 I 5 pairs raised 873 young (3 Brit- 
ish samples cited by Cramp and Simmons 1977)~ repre- 
senting a recruitment rate of 37.9 percent, very similar 
to the estimated 39 percent recruitment rate for the red- 
necked grebe and suggestive of rather similar demo- 
graphic characteristics. The two species also have very 
similar average clutch sizes of about 3.5 eggs. 
Evolutionary History and Relationships 
This species is probably a fairly close relative of the 
great crested grebe, with which it shares a number of 
similarities in behavior, both social display characteris- 
tics and also foraging and nesting adaptations. Perhaps 
the ancestral red-necked grebe evolved in North Amer- 
ica while the great crested grebe was differentiating in 
Eurasia. A later invasion of Eurasia by the red-necked 
grebe may have resulted in a foraging shift in the latter 
to arthropod eating as a means of reducing competition 
between these two very similar species. 
Population Status and Conservation 
No information is available on the population size of 
this species, either the North American or the Eurasian 
component. It is certainly one of the least common of 
the North American grebes, with seemingly low popu- 
lation densities even in the middle of its breeding range. 
On coastal wintering areas it is also well dispersed and 
thus is unlikely to suffer major local losses from oil 
spills. Clapp et al. (1982) listed 186 deaths of this spe- 
cies owing to oil among a sample of 37,750 birds in- 
volved in 12 oiling incidents, or 0.49 percent of the total 
losses. 
Eared Grebe 
Podiceps nigricollis Brehm 
OTHER VERNACULAR NAMES: Black-necked grebe (Brit- 
ish); sorthaleset lappedykker (Danish); grebe a cou noir 
(French); Schwarzhalstaucher (German); stargodi (Ice- 
landic); hajiro kaitsuburi (Japanese); chernosheynaya 
poganka (Russian); svarthalsad dopping (Swedish); zam- 
bullidor orejudo (Spanish). 
Distribution of North American Subspecies (See Map 9) 
Podiceps nigricollis californicus (Heermann) 
B R E E D S  from central interior British Columbia, north- 
western Alberta, central Saskatchewan, southern Man- 
itoba, central Minnesota, northwestern Iowa, and 
northern Nebraska south to east-central California, 
southern Nevada, central Arizona, northern (rarely 
southern) New Mexico, and locally in southern Texas. 
Also breeds locally south to central Mexico. 
WINTERS coastally from southern British Columbia to 
Chiapas; interiorly in California, Nevada, Utah, New 
Mexico, and southern Texas. Mono Lake, California, is 
a primary migratory staging area for coastally wintering 
birds. 
Description (after Witherby et al. 1941) 
ADULTS I N  BREEDING PLUMAGE (sexes alike). Fore- 
head, crown, and neck jet black (feathers of crown 
somewhat elongated and wedge shaped, broader at tip 
than at base); mantle and scapulars not quite so in- 
tensely black as crown; back dark brown; center of 
rump and upper tail feathers black, sides of rump and 
lower tail feathers chestnut with black tips and some 
with white bases (sides of head and underparts); chin 
and throat jet black (feathers at sides somewhat elon- 
gated); below and above back of eye through ear coverts 
a broad patch of golden chestnut (feathers very narrow, 
long, and silky); upper breast with some mixture of 
white and a little chestnut giving a mottled appearance; 
sides of breast and flanks chestnut and black; vent pale 
brown, feathers downlike and tipped whitish or rufous 
buff; whole of rest of breast and belly silky white; prim- 
aries brown with black shafts, pale brown inner webs 
and white at extreme base, 7th (from the inside) and 
sometimes 5th or even 6th tipped white and with inner 
web mottled white, jd and 4th same but sometimes 
with inner webs mostly white except at base, 2d mostly 
white with some black at base of outer web, first same 
but often with some black at tip (amount of white on 
inner primaries thus varies); secondaries white, inner 
ones with more or less black at tip and innermost en- 
tirely black; all wing coverts blackish brown. 
WINTER PLUMAGE. Crown, mantle, and scapulars black 
with slightly more brownish tinge than in summer, on 
each side of lower nape a white patch not quite meeting 
in center of back of neck, feathers of which have long 
black tips and white bases; back blackish brown; sides 
of rump and tail white, with long black tips; ear coverts 
and patch below eye brown, chin, cheeks, and upper 
throat white; lower throat brown, feathers lightly 
tipped white; breast and belly silky white, feathers of 
sides of breast with subterminal blackish gray spots, 
flank feathers with long black tips, vent brownish, 
feathers tipped white. 
JUVENILES.  Much like adult winter but upperparts 
more brownish black, sides of nape tinged buff, throat 
paler, flanks not so much marked with black. 
DOWNY YOUNG.  Upperparts blackish with light stripes 
very ill defined, very narrow grayish stripes on each side 
of crown, over eye, and down back of neck, but those on 
mantle and back scarcely noticeable and much broken 
and hidden; stripes on sides of head and sides of neck 
better defined and more prominent but considerably 
broken and not regular; narrow inverted V-shaped 
blackish stripe on each side of chin and sometimes a 
narrow short one in center, but usually center of chin as 
throat, white without stripes; center of breast and belly 
white, sides black with flecks of white on flanks, vent 
blackish. Bill flesh colored with two transverse blackish 
bands across both mandibles. Bare spot on crown and 
lores bright pink. Unlike the horned and red-necked 
grebes, the head has a diffuse black cap reaching below 
the eyes, with only narrow white lines and no median 
white spot or line on the rear crown (Fjeldsi 1977). 
9. Current North American distribution of the eared grebe; symbols as in map 7. 
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Measurements and Weights 
MEASUREMENTS (of californicus). Wing: males 130-36 
m m  (average of I 6, r 32.9); females I 23-3 I m m  (average 
of 8, 127). Culmen: males 25.5-29.0 mm (average of 16, 
26.5); females 22-24 mm (average of 8, 23.7). Eggs: aver- 
age of 20, 44.3 x 29.7 m m  (Palmer 1962). 
w EIGHTS (of californicus). In breeding season, males 
3 10-439 g (average of 5, 359 g); females 291-396 g (aver- 
age of s, 330.6). In nonbreeding (fall and winter) birds, 
males 187-358 g (average of 6, 276); females 160-476 g 
(average of I I, 250. I )  (various sources). Estimated egg 
weight, 20.6 g (Schonwetter 1967). Newly hatched 
young weigh r 2-1 5 g (Fields2 1977). 
Identification 
IN THE FIELD. This small grebe can be readily recog- 
nized in breeding plumage by its distinctive black neck 
and the golden tuft of feathers fanning out from behind 
the eye. Apart from this area, the general coloration of 
the above-water parts is black, compared with a gener- 
ally brownish color in the horned grebe. In nonbreeding 
plumage the homed and eared grebes are extremely sim- 
ilar, and apart from the minor differences in bill shape 
there are few good field marks. Generally the eared 
grebe has a less sharply two-toned head color; instead 
the ear area tends to be smudged with gray, shading to 
black above and white below. The pale area behind the 
ears does not extend as far back on the nape as in the 
eared grebe, and there are no white feathers on the lead- 
ing edge of the upper wing coverts should the bird be 
seen in flight. The calls are poorly studied but include a 
shrill chittering display trill, loud threat chittering 
notes, an ascending, plaintive, flutelike poo-eee note 
that serves as an advertising call, and various other 
calls. 
I N  THE HAND.  In any plumage, the combination of a 
short beak (culmen 21-26 mm)  that has a straight or 
even concave culmen shape and a distinctly angulated 
lower mandible should serve to identify this species. 
Unlike the similar horned grebe, no white is present on 
the upper wing coverts. 
Ecology and Habitats 
BREEDING A N D  N O N B R E E D I N G  HABITATS.  This species 
breeds in shallow and generally rather extensively over- 
grown areas of lakes or marshes, especially highly eu- 
trophic waters with rich plant and invertebrate life, 
especially insects and mollusks. Small, often quite tran- 
sitory ponds are frequently used, including sewage 
ponds, fishponds, and newly flooded areas as well as 
more permanent waters such as reservoirs and river 
backwaters (Cramp and Simmons 1977). In North Da- 
kota the birds typically breed on slightly brackish to 
subsaline waters that range from seasonally present to 
permanent and usually are at least 10 acres (4 hectares) 
or larger, but they also breed on shallow river impound- 
ments and occasionally on stock ponds or sewage 
lagoons. An expanse of open water and extensive beds of 
submerged aquatic plants are typically present (Stewart 
1975). Although in North Dakota the birds breed on 
ponds as small as 0.4 hectare, these ponds support only 
single pairs, and colonies tend to develop on larger 
ponds offering a combination of rich feeding areas in 
open water and sheltered areas of emergent vegetation. 
Ponds having about 80 percent open water were found 
to be most heavily used in one study (Faaborg 1976) 
Nonbreeding habitats include a variety of inland wa- 
ter types including freshwater and saline lakes as well 
as coastal waters such as estuaries, bays, channels, and 
arms of the sea (Palmer I 962; Cramp and Simmons 
1977). In accord with their tendency to invade new 
breeding habitats, nonbreeding birds seem to be highly 
opportunistic in their ability to exploit newly available 
areas. 
SOCIALITY AND DENSITIES.  This is among the most so- 
cial of North American grebes, and colonies often are 
quite large. Yocom, Harris, and Hansen (1958) reported 
several colonies of more than IOO birds in Washington, 
and Stewart (1975) mentioned 7 North Dakota colonies 
of at least IOO pairs. Even rather large ponds or marshes 
might have nearly all their nests in a small, compact 
area providing the most sheltered nesting locations, and 
there nests may be only a few feet apart (Stewart 197s). 
Faaborg (1976) tabulated 7 North Dakota colonies on 
ponds and lakes ranging in size from 19.6 to 128.9 hec- 
tares, with a collective total of 218 pairs on 334.6 hec- 
tares, or 1.5 hectares per pair. Faaborg also noted that 
the average area used per pair on 3 smaller ponds (under 
7.5 hectares) was I. 5 hectares. 
PREDATORS A N D  COMPETITORS. Surprisingly little def- 
inite information is available on nest predators, in spite 
of the conspicuous aspect of the large colonies charac- 
teristic of this species. Certainly predation is locally a 
problem, and Broekhuysen and Frost (1968) suggested 
that the Hartlaub's gull (Larus hartlaubii) might have 
been the primary egg predator in their study area. No 
other particular predators have been mentioned, but 
they are likely to be significant factors in the survival of 
both eggs and young chicks. Major competitors are 
likely to be other insectivorous grebes, especially the 
horned and pied-billed grebes, which have similar eco- 
logical adaptations. Faaborg (1976) observed ecological 
overlap with both homed and pied-billed grebes in 
North Dakota and suggested that the pied-billed grebe 
is dominant over homed and eared grebes on ponds it 
occupies. This may tend to limit eared grebes to the 
ponds that have too little vegetation to attract pied- 
billed grebes and are larger than those favored by horne 
grebes. 
General Biology 
1962). Some wintering occurs in coastal waters, but the 
birds tend to remain close to shore, in shallow waters, 
especially in the zone just beyond the breaking surf 
(Munro 1941). The southern limit of birds breeding in 
North America is probably northern Central America, 
with wintering common at least to the volcanic lakes of 
:d Guatemala. Northward movement from Central Amer- 
ica begins in late February and March and tends to fol- 
low the Pacific coast, with first arrivals in the northern 
states and westem provinces by April and peak num- 
bers by May. The fall migration begins early, in August, 
FOOD A N D  FORAGING BEHAVIOR.  Wetmore's (1924) 
analysis of 27 stomachs, still the best study of eared 
grebe foods in North America, included birds taken dur- 
ing most months and from many western localities. 
Fish remains were found in only 5 stomachs and com- 
posed only 9.8 percent of the total food. Insects com- 
posed almost 85 percent of the total, and nearly half the 
total was primarily aquatic bugs (Heteroptera). Dam- 
selfly and dragonfly nymphs, aquatic beetles and their 
larvae, and miscellaneous insects made up most of the 
remaining insects. Information on the European popula- 
tion as summarized by Cramp and Simmons (1977) in- 
dicates that there too insects are the predominant food 
source, together with mollusks, crustaceans, amphib- 
ians, and small fish, depending on time of year and lo- 
cality. Even during winter fish are apparently a minor 
dietary item, and crustaceans may be as important a 
food source as fish in marine habitats (Madsen 1957) 
Foraging is frequently done by picking objects from 
the surface, for which the dorsoventrally flattened bill 
is apparently specifically adapted or by immersing the 
head while surface swimming. At times the birds also 
capture flying insects (Cramp and Simmons 1977; Prin- 
zinger 1974, 1979) However, much of their food is ob- 
tained by diving, usually in rather shallow waters up to 
about 5.5 feet (1.7 meters) deep. They may remain sub- 
merged for up to nearly a minute, but dives usually last 
less than 30 seconds (Madsen I 9 5 7). Prinzinger ( I  974) 
reported mean foraging dive durations of 28.8 seconds 
for adults and 21.7 seconds for juveniles, mainly in wa- 
ters o. 5 -I .o meter deep. 
MOVEMENTS AND MIGRATIONS. Probably all of the 
North American population is migratory, with much of 
the movement apparently nocturnal. The Salton Sea is 
the major wintering area for western birds, and Mono 
Lake is a primary moult/migration area, supporting as 
many as 750,ooo birds at its peak fall population (Jehl 
1983; Storer and Jehl 1985). Other shallow, rather al- 
kaline lakes that attract large numbers of migrating 
birds are Malheur National Wildlife Refuge, Oregon, 
and Bear River National Wildlife Refuge, Utah (Palmer 
and probably peaks in October and November, with 
some stragglers remaining until freeze-up (Palmer 1962). 
As noted earlier, the birds are unusually adept at finding 
and exploiting newly available habitats such as recently 
flooded areas. 
Social Behavior 
MATING SYSTEM A N D  TERRITORIALITY.  Pair bonding is 
certainly monogamous and is probably of seasonal dura- 
tion. There is no information on possible re-pairing by 
birds of the previous year, but given the extreme degree 
of coloniality, finding previous mates by territorial site 
tenacity seems unlikely. McAllister (1958) observed 
that there was apparently no territorial behavior in the 
colony she studied and that although some apparent 
pair bonds existed on arrival, these proved to be transi- 
tory and definitive pairing was not seen until a few days 
before nesting. Territorial defense, if present at all, is 
limited to the area immediately around the nest, and 
even this tends to break down before hatching. Nests 
have been found very close together; Stewart (1975) 
mentioned one large colony where several nests actu- 
ally touched one another and another where the nests 
were only 16 inches apart. In one colony about 40 nests 
were within an area of approximately 1,090 square feet, 
averaging only 27 square feet per nest. All of this sug- 
gests that neither mate fidelity nor territorial fidelity 
occurs in the eared grebe and that it is thus the most 
flexible and opportunistic of all North American grebes 
in its reproductive strategies. 
VOICE AND DISPLAY. Vocalizations have been described 
by Prinzinger (1974, 1979)~ McAllister (1958)~ and 
R. Storer (in Cramp and Simmons I 977). A major call is 
the advertising call, a three-noted poo-ee-chk with the 
final syllable audible only at close range. It is ascending 
and flutelike and is uttered both by unmated birds and 
by paired birds seeking their mates or young. A related 
call is the "display trill," which is similar to the first 
but given more rapidly and uttered before and perhaps 
during the penguin dance ceremony. Threat chittering is 
very similar to the display trill but is loud and pro- 
longed, with each of two alternating notes distinctly ac- 
cented. A copulation call is uttered before and during 
treading, and a similar inviting call is produced by a 
bird soliciting copulation. The soliciting bird's partner 
utters a trill at  this time, resulting in a "copulation 
duet." One or more types of alarm calls also exist, and 
the young utter contact and food calls. 
Displays of the eared grebe are varied and have been 
described in detail by McAllister (1958)~ by FjeldsP 
(1g8za), and by others in less complete form. The draw- 
ings shown here (fig. 37) are based on sketches by 
FjeldsP ( I  983a, and in Cramp and Simmons I 977). Hos- 
tile interactions are characterized by aggressive forward 
displays (fig. 37A), with associated chittering calls. The 
most frequent display and call of unmated birds is prob- 
ably the advertising posture (fig. 37B), in which the sta- 
tionary or swimming bird calls with body feathers 
fluffed, especially those of the neck and head, to attract 
a potential mate or achieve contact with an actual mate 
or young. Habit preening occurs commonly; McAllister 
37. Social behavior of the eared grebe (mainly after Cramp and 
Simmons 1977): A, aggressive posture; B, ghostly penguin pos- 
ture; C, cat display; D, advertising; E, penguin dance; F, barg- 
ing; G, mutual head shaking; H, hunched phase of triumph 
ceremony; I, barge diving. 
reporting that it apparently has a courtship function, 
while Fjeldsi stated that it is weakly developed and oc- 
curs when two birds meet, when strange birds pass a 
pair, or after a hostile interaction. When performed by 
two birds it is typically synchronized; habit preening 
also grades into normal preening behavior. Mutual head 
shaking is a common display (fig. 37G); i t  is typically 
performed as the birds face one another (described for 
European form) or may also occur as they swim in par- 
allel (American observations). The head is turned from 
side to side in a horizontal plane, the two birds moving 
their heads alternately or synchronously and sometimes 
interspersing this behavior with a quick habit preen. 
The penguin dance is a major display in eared grebes. 
While facing each other, the partners tread water and 
rise up breast to breast, with crests raised, head shaking, 
and uttering a trilled call (fig. 37E) Dropping back to 
the water, they continue head shaking while facing each 
other, may begin habit preening, or may go directly 
from the penguin dance to a "barging" display (fig. 37F), 
moving in parallel for several meters. Sometimes barg- 
ing is terminated by diving in unison, and the birds may 
reappear a few meters away to begin barging again. An 
alternative to the penguin dance is for the pair to turn 
parallel and splash across the water for up to 50 meters, 
then submerge and sometimes follow this with a pen- 
guin dance. The most complex ceremony of all is the 
discovery ceremony. It begins with one bird display call- 
ing (fig. 37D) while another approaches it and dives. 
The first bird, facing the point where the other dived, 
performs a cat display (fig. 37C) The approaching bird 
emerges briefly several times, usually in a retracted 
neck "bouncy" posture, and finally emerges in the 
"ghostly penguin" posture (fig. 37B), usually oriented 
away from the other bird and with the bill held nearly 
horizontal while the neck is stretched maximally. Its 
partner then lowers its wings and extends its neck, and 
the two birds barge together and perform a penguin 
dance. This complete ceremony may occur only very 
early in pair formation; later versions are variously sim- 
plified. The weed trick display is sometimes performed; 
a single bird will obtain a weed and present it to an- 
other, either by dropping it in front or possibly even 
throwing the weed across the other's breast or back. Es- 
tablished pairs will also perform a "hunched display" or 
triumph ceremony. The birds approach breast to breast, 
with body plumage expanded, necks retracted, and bills 
lowered (fig. 37H), then turning parallel, they swim to- 
gether while calling and lowering their back feathers. 
Finally, paired birds sometimes touch bills then quickly 
pivot on the water so that they end tail to tail 
("pivoting"). This may be a variation of food presenting 
behavior (FjeldsP 1982a). 
Copulation occurs on the nesting site or other plat- 
form, which is built by both sexes. Inviting behavior 
may be performed by either sex and consists of leaning 
the head forward and lying motionless on the platform 
or on water while uttering low calls. A second soliciting 
display is rearing, during which the bird stands and 
leans forward with the bill held horizontal. This posture 
may end by the bird's lowering its body to an inviting 
posture. The other bird responds to these displays by 
eventually swimming up behind its mate, raising its 
head feathers, and sometimes pecking at its partner's 
rear. Mounting is done with a jump, and during treading 
both birds utter a "duet" (Franke 1969). Afterward the 
male slides forward into the water and either performs 
no postcopulatory display (McAllister) or glides away 
with neck outstretched while making head turning 
movements (Fjeldsd, Franke). 
Reproductive Biology 
BREEDING SEASON A N D  NESTING SUBSTRATE. The 
breeding season is fairly extended, the egg records ex- 
tending in North Dakota from May 2 I to August 9 
(Stewart 1975). Colorado and Utah records are from late 
April to late July, and those from California, Oregon, 
and Washington are from late April to early August 
(Bent 1919). Some replacement clutches are laid if the 
nest is lost early in the breeding season, but otherwise 
the nest may be abandoned (Palmer 1962). Double 
brooding has been reported elsewhere for the species 
(Cramp and Simmons 1977) but not yet for any North 
American populations. Nests are constructed in water 
with submerged or emergent support, in stands of vege- 
tation ranging from semiopen to fairly dense. Gotzman 
(1965) found most nests in medium-density stands of 
vegetation, usually within 40 meters of the edge of a 
reedbed and often over IOO meters from the feeding 
area. Depths of water at nest sites ranged from 4 to 48 
inches (0.1-1.2 meters) in seven North Dakota colonies, 
averaging about 22 inches (0.6 meter) (Stewart 1975). 
McAllister found nests in water 1.0-3.5 feet (0.3-1.1 
meters) deep, in the densest portions of the reedbeds. At 
least in Europe, nesting among gull colonies is frequent 
(Gaukler and Krause 1968), and Franklin gulls (Larus 
pipixcan) are also common nesting associates in North 
America (Bent 1919). 
NEST BUILDING A N D  E G G  LAYING. Nest building is 
normally done by both sexes, although McAllister 
(1958) saw only females building. She noted that a nest 
can be built in 3 hours, but additional materials may be 
added later. Egg laying may begin early in the nest-es- 
tablishment period; these eggs are laid on flimsy plat- 
forms and subsequently abandoned. Typically the eggs 
are laid at daily intervals, although a day or two is often 
skipped in the sequence before the clutch is completed. 
The birds are apparently indeterminant layers and tend 
to replace lost eggs. McAllister reported a significant 
difference in clutch sizes during two years, and there 
may also be locational differences in clutch size as well. 
Her collective figures for 293 clutches range from I to 6 
eggs and average 3.48. She also observed a high level of 
synchronization of nest initiation and egg laying in her 
colonies, with all initial eggs in 180 clutches begun in a 
I 3 day period. A sample of I O I  North Dakota nests 
ranged from 2 to 8 eggs and averaged 3.8. 
INCUBATION A N D  BROODING.  Incubation begins with 
the first egg and is done by both sexes. Hatching is thus 
asynchronous, with an average incubation period of 
20.5-21.5 days (Palmer 1962)~ sometimes as long as 22 
days. The young chicks are carefully tended by the par- 
ents for at least 12 days, and in some cases the brood 
may be divided between the two adults, which then 
tend to avoid each other. 
GROWTH A N D  SURVIVAL O F  YOUNG. There is little in- 
formation on the development of the young, but accord- 
ing to one report they are relatively independent when 
only 21 days old. This seems rather unlikely, though the 
insect-eating tendencies of the young may allow for 
rather early independence. By 17 days of age they are al- 
ready diving for their own food (Bauer and Glutz 1966). 
Information on brood sizes is difficult to obtain because 
of the colonial nature of the species and the resulting 
problems of identifying broods. Gaukler and Krause 
(1968) noted that I 10 families had from I to 4 chicks, 
with an average brood size of 1.87. Yocom, Harris, and 
Hansen ( I  9 8) judged an average production of about 
one young per adult in late July. These observations sug- 
gest rather high mortality of eggs or young, although 
the causes likely are unknown. 
B R E E D I N G  SUCCESS AND RECRUITMENT RATES.  Very 
low nesting success was reported by Broekhuysen and 
Frost (1968), who reported that only 12 young hatched 
successfully from a total of 223 eggs. Losses in that 
study were mainly caused by waves and flooding during 
storms. Friley and Hendrickson (1937) reported an 87.5 
percent hatching success in a sample of I 5 nests, with a 
resulting average brood size at hatching of 2.8 chicks. 
McAllister ( I  9 5 8) noted no significant egg predation but 
did not analyze nesting success. She did, however, men- 
tion that many chicks died from exposure shortly after 
hatching. It seems likely that egg losses from waves or 
flooding, together with early mortality of chicks, are 
likely to be the major factors influencing breeding suc- 
cess in eared grebes. There are no published estimates 
of recruitment rates or adult mortality rates. The oldest 
known age attained by a banded bird in North America 
is only slightly over 5 years, suggesting rather high 
adult mortality. 
Evolutionary History and Relationships 
Fjeldsi (1983a) has discussed the probable evolutionary 
history of the eared grebe and concluded that it is part 
of a cluster of four species (including gallardoi, oc- 
cipitalis, and taczanowskii), and may be the "lowest 
side branch" of this cluster, based on its less specialized 
social displays. This group in turn is probably related to 
the horned, red-necked, and great crested grebes, and 
these form the typical Podiceps group, in FjeldsP's view. 
Population Status and Conservation 
From a worldwide view this is probably the most com- 
mon of all grebes, since it has the most widespread dis- 
tribution and at least locally forms much the largest 
concentrations. The size of the North American popula- 
tion is unknown, but Jehl(r983) reported peak numbers 
of about 750,000 in fall at Mono Lake, which may be 
the major part of the North American population or 
even virtually all of it. The birds seem somewhat vul- 
nerable to oil spills because of their coastal migration 
and marine tendencies, but so far very few have been in- 
volved in oiling incidents (Clapp et al. 1982). 
Western Grebe 
Aechmophorus occidentalis (Lawrence) 
OTHER VERNACULAR NAMES: Swan grebe; grebe de 
l'ouest (French); Renntaucher (German); achichilique 
(Spanish). 
Distribution (Including clarkii; See Map K O )  
BREEDS from southeastern Alaska, through north- 
western Alberta, south-central Saskatchewan, and 
south-central Manitoba to central and south-central 
California, western Nevada, northern Utah, and south- 
ern Wyoming eastward locally to northeastern New 
Mexico, southern Colorado, western Nebraska, South 
'Including "Clark's grebe," which was recognized as a distinct spectes 
A. clarkii after this manuscript went to press (Auk 1oz:680). 
Dakota, and southwestern Minnesota. Also breeds lo- 
cally in Mexico (Williams 1982). 
WINTERS mainly near the coast from southeastern 
Alaska and British Columbia to Baja California and Ja- 
lisco; locally inland to western Nevada and south to 
Puebla. Birds breeding in Mexico are evidently residen- 
tial. 
Description (after Roberts 1949) 
ADULTS I N  BREEDING PLUMAGE (both sexes). Crown 
and hindneck black or mouse gray, sharply defined 
against white of sides of head and neck; underparts, in- 
cluding sides of neck and head, satiny white; back and 
sides of body below brownish gray; wings the same ex- 
cept the secondaries, which are broadly margined with 
pale gray on outer webs for terminal half, forming a 
large white patch on spread wing. Bill greenish yellow, 
culmen black near base, feet pale yellow on inner sur- 
face, black on outer; iris orangy red or scarlet, the eye- 
lids narrowly deep yellow. A separate color phase (or 
sibling species) exists in which the breeding plumage is 
generally lighter, the dark color of the crown does not 
reach the eyes and lores, and the bill is bright yellow 
rather than greenish yellow; this form has been called 
clarkii (Storer I 96 5). 
WINTER PLUMAGE. Nearly the same as the breeding 
plumage, but slightly less contrasting. The head feath- 
ers are molted twice annually, whereas the body feath- 
ers are molted only once a year (Storer and 
Nuechterlein r 985). 
JUVENILES. Crown and hindneck dark gray or dusky, 
the borders of the dark areas not sharply defined, and 
back feathers edged with grayish white. 
DOWNY YOUNG. The lores and a triangular crown spot 
bare, the latter varying from orange to red; the plumage 
is nearly uniform in color, with the face and underparts 
nearly white to pale gray, the upperparts smoke gray, 
the bill black, the iris dark gray, and the legs and feet 
mostly slaty, with greenish lobes (Palmer 1962). The 
downy young of clarkii average paler than those of the 
typical form (Dickerman 1973~ Ratti 1979). 
Measurements and Weights 
MEASUREMENTS. Wing: males 200-209 m m  (average of 
4, 205.5); females 187-97 mm (average of 5, 191). Cul- 
men: males 74-78 m m  (average of 4, 76.5); females 63- 
69 mm (average of 5, 65 .z). Eggs: average of 20, 58.8 x 
38.3 mm (Palmer 1962). There are apparently no mensu- 
ral differences in the two morphs except for bill length 
and depth (Ratti, McCabe, and Smith 1983). 
10. Current inclusive distribution of the western grebe, show- wintering range (shaded),  and limits of migratory corridors 
ing summer range (hatched),  residential range (crosshatched), (wavy lines). 
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WEIGHTS. All seasons, males 7 14-1,225 g (average of 9, 
972); females 556-1,109 g (average of 16, 822) [museum 
specimens). Palmer (1962) and Storer, Siegfried, and 
Kinahan (197s) both reported substantially higher aver- 
age weights for this species, the former giving an aver- 
age of 1,474 g for 14 unsexed birds in winter and the 
latter reporting an average weight of 1,087 g for the spe- 
cies, sample size unstated. Estimated egg weight, 43.5 g 
(Schonwetter 1967) 
Identification 
I N  THE FIELD. This large grebe is instantly identifiable 
on the basis of its extremely long, thin neck, which is 
entirely white on the sides and front, and the long, dag- 
gerlike yellowish to greenish bill. The head is strongly 
bicolored black and white in all adult plumages, and the 
eyes are a brilliant carmine. In the light-phase form the 
eyes are distinctly below the black crown, while in the 
dark-phase form the blackish color of the crown extends 
below and in front of the eyes to reach the base of the 
bill. The birds are associated with rather shallow and 
often alkaline prairie marshes during the breeding sea- 
son, especially those having fairly extensive areas of 
open water for foraging and social display. During this 
period the advertising call, a loud whistled or bell-like 
note, is audible over great distances. This call may be 
either a single-noted creet or a double-syllable cree- 
creet, the latter being typical of dark-phase birds. In 
most parts of western North America the dark phase is 
more common, though unusually high numbers of 
light-phase birds occur at Goose Lake, California (95 
percent), and Upper Klamath Lake, Oregon (49 percent) 
(Ratti 1981). In general there is a north-south cline in 
morph frequency, with nearly all birds at the northern 
end of the range of the dark phase, while about 10 per- 
cent of those breeding in northern Utah are light phase 
and most grebes breeding on the Mexican plateau of 
light phase. Only in the last-mentioned area have inter- 
mediate-phase birds been reported as fairly common. 
I N  THE HAND. The very large size (wing at least 187 
mm), long neck, and very long (60-80 mm) bill, which 
is mostly yellowish to greenish, with a darker culmen, 
provide for easy in-hand identification. There are no 
major mensural differences between the two color 
phases; the bill color and the extent to which the black 
crown reaches downward in the area of the eyes and 
lores are the best distinguishing morphological traits. 
However, Ratti, McCabe, and Smith (1983) reported that 
light-phase females average statistically smaller than 
dark-phase females in culmen length, culmen depth, 
and length of bill from nostril to tip, whereas males dif- 
fer statistically only in length of the bill from nostril to 
tip. Storer and Nuechterlein (1985) found that the two 
forms also overlap in all plumage characteristics except 
facial pattern, and birds from the Mexican population 
(both phases) averaged significantly smaller in all of 
four measurements than did more northerly popula- 
tions. 
Ecology and Habitats 
BREEDING A N D  N O N B R E E D I N G  HABITATS. Breeding 
habitats consist of fairly extensive marshes with rather 
large areas of open water supporting good fish popula- 
tions. Stewart (1975) reported that in North Dakota the 
birds use permanent or deeper semipermanent ponds 
and lakes that range from slightly brackish to brackish, 
contain extensive areas of open water, and usually have 
an area of 50 acres (20 hectares) or more. While on their 
breeding areas the birds prefer foraging in well-lighted, 
unshaded water, often diving in water about 2 meters 
deep near the edges of tule beds (Lawrence 1950). Win- 
tering birds favor salt and brackish waters, especially 
along coastal bays, but they also occur in freshwater 
sites, with the prime criterion the availability of small 
fish. They often extend out into deep offshore waters 
along the Pacific coast during winter, but they also use 
the bays and estuaries. 
SOCIALITY AND DENSITIES. This is a relatively social 
species that typically nests in fairly dense colonies. 
Lindvall and Low (1982) reported that 95 percent of the 
nests they observed (nearly 400) were in colonies num- 
bering from 5 to 88 nests. In smaller colonies the nests 
were spaced an average of 30 meters apart, and in colo- 
nies of more than 10 nests the average internest dis- 
tance was 15 meters or less. Density information was 
not directly reported, but these authors stated that in 
1974 an adult population of about 690 birds was present 
on the refuge, which then contained about I 5,000 hec- 
tares of marsh and open water, representing about 22 
hectares of habitat per adult. If only the open-water 
areas of the refuge are considered the density would be 
about I 3 hectares per adult. 
PREDATORS AND COMPETITORS. The major egg preda- 
tors reported by Lindvall and Low (1982) were American 
coots [Fulica americana) and California gulls (Larus cal- 
ifornicus). The latter species was also noted as an egg 
predator by Yocom, Harris, and Hansen (1958) Munro 
(1941 J noted that American crows ( Corvus 
brachyrhynchus) sometimes can drive grebes off their 
nests and steal their eggs. No doubt cther predators ex- 
ist and remain to be identified; Bent (1919) considered 
the mink (Mustela vison) a probable predator on adults. 
The specialized foraging behavior of this species, with 
its concentration on small fish, places the western grebe 
in competition with various other fish eaters including 
loons, especially on coastal wintering areas. The strong 
sexual dimorphism in bill shape has been hypothesized 
as a means of reducing intersexual competition for food, 
and there is also a small but statistically significant dif- 
ference in bill size between the light- and dark-phase 
adult birds (Ratti, McCabe, and Smith 1983). There are 
still only limited data suggesting that ecological niche 
partitioning between these two morphs might exist 
(Feerer 1977)~ and in many western areas both forms ex- 
ist sympatrically (Ratti 1981). 
General Biology 
FOOD AND FORAGING BEHAVIOR. The early analysis by 
Wetmore (1924) of 19 stomachs taken throughout the 
year indicated a diet essentially IOO percent fish, the 
only other significant food remains being some aquatic 
insects (Corixidae). These fish were of various freshwa- 
ter and marine genera (Mylocheilus, Cyprinus, 
Catostomus, Leuciscus, Atherinops, and Atheninopsis) 
and included individuals up to about 5 inches long. A 
larger sample of 24 birds was included in Lawrence's 
( I 9 so) analysis, all collected on California breeding 
areas in summer months. There the food volume con- 
sisted of only 81 percent fish, mainly the bluegill (Lepo- 
mis macrochirus), while aquatic insects made up most 
of the rest. A similar study of 18 birds from the same 
general area but taken over a broader time period 
(March to December) confirmed the earlier finding that 
fish constitute the primary food source on the breeding 
grounds and that insects are eaten during spring and 
summer. In this case the fish included cyprinids and 
centrarchids 3.5-20.5 centimeters long, the cen- 
trarchids averaging I 2 grams. A smaller sample of I 3 
stomachs from breeding grounds in Utah likewise indi- 
cated a concentration on fish, especially carp (Cyprinus 
carpio) (Lindvall 1976) 
Foraging behavior has been documented by Lawrence 
(1950). He observed over 1,700 dives and determined a 
mean dive duration of 30.4 seconds, with most dives in 
water 4.5-9.0 feet deep. He found no correlation be- 
tween dive duration and water depth. He noted that dur- 
ing diving the feet were stroked at an average rate of 1.4 
strokes per second during unhurried progression and ob- 
served that during foraging the birds maintained a ter- 
ritorial spacing of at least 200 feet of open water 
between individuals. Foraging intensity was related to 
subsurface visibility, with highest rates of foraging 
when the sun's rays struck the water at a high angle, 
and foraging ceased abruptly in the evening. There was 
also a decline in foraging during the middle of the day, 
apparently because warmer water temperatures and as- 
sociated lower oxygen concentrations decreased the ac- 
tivity of fish and insects. Nuechterlein ( I  98 ~ a )  
suggested that light-phase birds tend to feed at shal- 
lower depths than dark-phase individuals and thus at 
different distances from shore. He believed this dif- 
ference in behavior might help account for the puzzling 
geographic variations in color phase frequencies that 
have been reported (Ratti 1981). 
MOVEMENTS A N D  MIGRATIONS.  Very little specific in- 
formation is available on migration in this species. As 
in other grebes, migratory flights are evidently noctur- 
nal over land and partly diurnal along the coast. Fur- 
thermore, migration seems to be done in flocks rather 
than individually. Virtually the entire North American 
population winters along the Pacific coast, from south 
to central Mexico. Migrants begin leaving this latter 
area in late March or April, and by late April and early 
May they begin to move inland, crossing the Rocky 
Mountains at about this time and reaching the east- 
ernmost breeding areas of Manitoba and Minnesota. Fall 
migration is quite variable, but the first migrants reach 
salt water by early September, and some have arrived 
along the Pacific coast of Mexico by late October. The 
winter distribution pattern seems to vary from year to 
year, with maximum numbers during late December oc- 
curring as far north as Seattle in some years and as far 
south as San Diego in others (Palmer 1962). On the At- 
lantic and eastern Gulf coasts the species is rare to acci- 
dental in winter, but along the Texas Gulf coast it is 
fairly regular (Clapp et al. 1982). When on their breeding 
areas the birds become very sedentary; Nuechterlein 
(1982) has suggested that they might even be incapable 
of flight because breast muscles atrophy during that pe- 
riod. 
Social Behavior 
MATING SYSTEM A N D  TERRITORIALITY. Like other 
grebes, this species is at least seasonally monogamous. 
There is no information yet on mate retention or ter- 
ritorial site tenacity, but a substantial amount of data 
has accrued on mating preferences within color phases. 
Ratti (1979) reported a very high level of assortative 
mating within color phases in California and Oregon; 
only 97 of 606 pairs were of mixed color phases, and 
only I percent of 1,371 pairs observed at Bear River Re- 
fuge were of mixed type. In both places mixed pairing 
occurred at about 2 percent of the expected frequency 
assuming random choice of mates. Similarly, 
Nuechterlein (198 ~ a )  confirmed assortative mating in 
various localities in Manitoba, Oregon, and California 
and determined a very low (0-2.9 percent) level of par- 
ticipation of mixed-phase dyads during malelfemale 
courtship activities. He saw only one mixed pair among 
9 I pairs observed in April at Tule Lake Refuge and later 
saw another at Upper Klamath and two additional pairs 
at Tule Lake. Of 18 intermediate-plumaged birds ob- 
served at Upper Klamath and Tule Lake, only 3 were 
paired, and z of these were paired to one another. Inter- 
mediate-plumaged birds apparently have difficulty ob- 
taining mates, though they are evidently fertile. Eggs of 
the single mixed pair that Nuechterlein observed in 
Manitoba hatched successfully. Intermediates may, 
however, be more frequent in the Mexican population 
(Feerer I 977). The basis for assortative mating is still 
not understood. The obvious possibility of imprinting 
on parental phenotypes has been suggested (Storer 
1965)~ though Ratti (1977) was unable to confirm this 
with hand-raised chicks. Nuechterlein (198 ~ a )  believed 
that differences in the advertising call were critical for 
phase recognition and assortative mating preferences 
within color phase types. He suggested that imprinting 
might be involved or that mating preferences might be 
developed gradually through associative learning pro- 
cesses in adults of one or both sexes. 
Territoriality is little studied in this species, al- 
though as noted earlier foraging territories may produce 
dispersal during feeding. Nest spacing suggests that ter- 
ritorial defense of the nest site must be very weak. 
Davis (1961) reported nests spaced as close as 6 feet 
apart, and Ratti (1979) observed a strong tendency for 
light-phase birds to nest close to other light-phase birds 
and the same for dark-phase individuals, with the aver- 
age distances between nests of the same color phase 6.8 
and 10.2 meters respectively. In a large North Dakota 
colony the average distance between nests was about 2 
meters (Stewart 1975). Territorial encounters might be 
avoided under these close crowding conditions by the 
fact that the birds approach and leave their nests under- 
water, swimming submerged to open-water foraging 
areas. 
VOICE AND DISPLAY. Vocalizations and display postures 
have been analyzed in detail by Nuechterlein and Storer 
(1982), whose work is the primary basis for this sum- 
mary. The most significant vocalization in pair forma- 
tion is the advertising call, which is performed by 
unpaired adults of both sexes and by paired birds toward 
one another. This call exhibits a high degree of individ- 
ual variability and probably is significant in promoting 
individual recognition (Nuechterlein 1981b). In both 
color phases the call is lower pitched and more pro- 
longed in males than in females, but light-phase birds 
usually utter a single creet note, whereas dark-phase in- 
dividuals utter a double note. Ticking sounds uttered in 
irregular rhythms are produced by adults of both sexes 
during tick pointing, and similar ticking notes are ut- 
tered by alarmed parents with offspring. A harsh and 
wooden ratchetlike call is uttered during aggressive 
ratchet pointing displays, and a similar call is produced 
by nesting birds approached by intruders. Trilled 
sounds, sometimes approaching a teakettlelike whistle, 
are uttered during barging ("barge trilling"), and a simi- 
lar call is uttered during neck stretching as well as dur- 
ing copulation. Finally, bursts of clucking sounds are 
produced during the "arch clucking" display at intervals 
of from 3 to 10 seconds. Calls of young include rather 
loud begging notes and perhaps other vocalizations as 
well. 
Displays of the western grebe are numerous and 
often spectacular. Perhaps the simplest and most impor- 
tant, as well as the most common, is advertising. While 
swimming or resting in a normal posture, the crest is 
raised and the loud, single- or double-syllable call is ut- 
tered from I to 6 times, at intervals of 0.5-1.0 second. 
Unpaired birds of both sexes spontaneously perform 
this call, and it is also used for individual recognition 
among members of a pair or family at all times of the 
year. Tick pointing is usually used by two birds in vi- 
sual contact, and while uttering ticking calls the neck is 
stretched, the bill is tilted upward slightly, and the crest 
is lowered as the bird quickly jerks its head from side to 
side. Frequently four or more birds may participate, but 
males predominate in such groups. Tick pointing may 
rarely directly precede rushing, but usually it tends to 
bring participating birds close together. When very close 
to each other (up to three body lengths apart) the birds 
perform ratchet pointing (fig. 38F), in which they lower 
their heads, stare at one another, and utter a loud call 
with bulging throats. This display may involve two 
males, a male and female, but only rarely two females. 
It may be alternated with quick bill dips and head 
shakes ("dip shaking"), may build to a rushing ("race") 
climax, or may gradually subside. The race or rushing 
display, the most spectacular of the western grebe's dis- 
plays, consists of a rapid run over the water surface with 
the wings lifted but only partially raised to the sides, 
apparently providing an airfoil, while the feet patter 
rapidly over the water at a rate of 16-20 steps per sec- 
ond (fig. 38C), producing the only noise associated with 
the display. The race most often entails two birds (typ- 
ically male and female) but is sometimes performed by 
lone males, by two males and a female, or very rarely by 
lone females or three males and a female. Racing by 
male groups may serve to attract the attention of fe- 
males, and races by two males tend to be relatively ex- 
38. Social behavior of the western grebe (mainly after 
Nuechterlein and Storer 1982): A, greeting ceremony; B, bob 
preening; C, racing; D, weed dance; E, high arch; F, ratchet 
pointing. 
tended. At the end of the race (of up to about 20 meters) 
the wings are lowered and the bird dives. At the end of 
the dive the birds usually emerge and perform neck 
stretching while uttering a trilled note as each attempts 
to regain eye contact with its partner. Following the 
race sequence, either of two displays is likely to occur. 
If the two racing birds are both males, they may follow 
the dive with barging ("barge trilling"), in which they 
move slowly forward in parallel, with wings folded, 
necks stretched, crests raised, and bills level, while 
turning their heads laterally and uttering a trilled call. 
Interested females sometimes join such groups, appar- 
ently to choose a male for further display interactions. 
When the race is done by a male and female it may be 
followed by separation, mutual ritualized preening, or 
the weed ceremony. This involves a mutual weed dive 
and approach while still carrying the weeds. When the 
birds meet they rise in a mutual weed dance (fig. 38D). 
After an extended weed dance the birds drop their 
weeds and begin mutual and often synchronized bob 
preening (fig. 38B), which is the equivalent of the "habit 
preening" of other species but alternates with a more 
exaggerated upward stretching of the neck and both be- 
gins and ends in a distinctive high arch body posture 
(fig. 38E). This high arch posture is often associated 
with "arch clucking," performed either mutually be- 
tween mates or by pair members at greater distances 
from each other. It also grades into a low arch posture 
that is identical to that of a bird soliciting copulation on 
a platform. Arch clucking is done only between paired 
birds and indicates that a pair bond has been formed. It 
is typically used as the final phase of the greeting cere- 
mony of paired birds, which in its complete sequence 
includes mutual advertising calls as the birds approach 
each other (fig. 38A), followed by dip shaking and bob 
shaking and terminates with bob preening and arch 
clucking. Well-established pairs may reduce the se- 
quence even further, to simple bob shaking or bob 
preening. 
Copulatory behavior has not been described in detail, 
but it is preceded by soliciting on a mating platform, 
using a posture very similar to that of the low arch dis- 
play posture (Nuechterlein and Storer 1982). While 
treading the male holds his head with the bill pointed 
downward near the female's, who holds her head level 
and slightly raised. The female apparently does not 
brush the male's breast with her crown, but after copu- 
lation she may raise her head and touch the male with 
her bill (Palmer 1962). 
Reproductive Biology 
BREEDING SEASON A N D  NESTING SUBSTRATE. The 
nesting season is fairly prolonged; in North Dakota 
there are egg records from May I to July 9, and depen- 
dent young have been observed as late as October 9. 
Manitoba and Saskatchewan records are for most of 
June, and those from Washington, Oregon, and Califor- 
nia are from late May to early July (Bent 1919). In Utah 
there was a nearly three-month spread of nest initiation 
dates during a two-year period, but egg laying peaked in 
the first half of July (Lindvall and Low 1982). In Mexico 
the breeding period is apparently greatly extended, with 
eggs reported between May and October and downy 
young observed as late as December (Dickerman I 97 3; 
Williams 1982). Renesting efforts apparently are com- 
mon and tend to extend the overall nesting period. 
The nests are normally constructed over water, with 
materials built up from the substrate or anchored to 
submerged or emergent vegetation. Dry-land nest sites 
have been found (Nero, Lahrman, and Bard 1958) but are 
atypical. Normally the nests are in or very close to wa- 
ter deep enough to swim in; Lindvall and Low (1982) re- 
ported the average depth of the nearest open water as 21 
centimeters for dry-land nests and noted that floating 
nests in open water extended 3 I centimeters below the 
water surface. Nests built in emergent vegetation aver- 
aged 5 5 meters from land and only 0.4 meter from open 
water. The amount of emergent vegetation seemingly 
was insignificant compared with the need for ready ac- 
cess to open water for rapid escape from and probably 
also inconspicuous approaches to the nest. 
Nuechterlein (1975) considered that nest sites are se- 
lected on the basis of their relative safety from waves, 
water depth (at least 25 centimeters), and stem density 
(maximum densities preferred). The average depth of 
3 I 5 nests was 41 centimeters, and 99 percent of the 
nests were in depths of at least 2 5  centimeters. 
NEST BUILDING A N D  EGG LAYING.  Nests can appar- 
ently be constructed rapidly; there are cases of "hastily 
improvised" new nests built over old nest bases shortly 
after thunderstorm damage to a nesting colony (Palmer 
1962). The eggs are apparently laid approximately at 
daily intervals. Lindvall and Low (1982) reported an 
average clutch size of 2.6 eggs for 70 completed clutches 
representing both color phases in Utah. Ratti (1977) 
found no significant differences in clutch sizes of the 
two color phases; in 1975 a total of I I I nests of both 
phases had an average clutch of 2.47 eggs, while in 1976 
the average clutch size for I 54 nests of both phases was 
2.36 eggs. These clutch sizes are low compared with 
those reported by Davis (1961) for Colorado, where 279 
nests (some with incomplete clutches] averaged 3.41 
eggs. Likewise, 12 North Dakota nests had as many as 7 
eggs and averaged 4.2 (Stewart 1975), though it should 
be noted that "dump nesting" (joint or multiple laying 
in single nests) is prevalent in western grebe colonies 
and these large clutches are quite possibly influenced by 
this (Lindvall and Low 1982). 
INCUBATION AND BROODING. Both sexes incubate, 
probably beginning with the laying of the first egg. In- 
cubation averaged 24 days for 14 clutches and ranged 
from 21 to 28 days (Lindvall and Low 1982). Waves and 
varying water levels seem to be a frequent source of 
nesting losses in this species (Wolf 195 5 ;  Lindvall and 
Low 1982), and renesting efforts after nest failure are 
common. However, second nesting after successful 
hatching of a brood is still unreported. In one study 21 
percent of the incubated clutches hatched at least one 
chick, and on average 0.35 class 2 (older downy) chick 
was produced per adult over a two-year period (Lindvall 
and Low 1982). Nuechterlein (197s) reported a two-year 
nesting success rate of 64 percent for 377 nests, but 
with substantial site-related variation in both years. 
GROWTH A N D  S U R V I V A L  O F  YOUNG.  AS with other 
grebes, the young are brooded on their parents' backs for 
the first few days after hatching, and adults have actu- 
ally been observed to carry their chicks overland. Ratti 
(1979) reported that in 99 percent of all broods surveyed 
there were 1-3 chicks, with dark-phase adults having a 
slightly smaller brood size than light-phase parents dur- 
ing both of two years, although the differences were sta- 
tistically significant for only one of the years. The 
overall average brood size Ratti observed for both sum- 
mers was 1.76 chicks for 766 broods. Nuechterlein 
(19751 determined an early-August two-year 
adultlyoung ratio of 0.72, or 1.4 young per pair. There is 
still no information on growth rates in wild young, but 
in captivity light-phase chicks began to exhibit dark 
crown feathers at 10-1 5 days, whereas dark-phase 
young did not do so until they were 50-60 days old. Pri- 
mary feathers began to emerge at about 40 days on 
young of both color phases, and the primaries had 
reached a length apparently suitable for flight by the 
time the young were approximately 70 days old (Ratti 
1979). The upper asymptote of weight for 7 chicks was 
1,106 grams. 
BREEDING SUCCESS AND RECRUITMENT RATES. 
Judging from the limited data, nesting success in west- 
ern grebes is quite variable, averaging only 21 percent in 
Lindvall and Low's (19821 study and ranging from 46 to 
84 percent in Nuechterlein's (1975) study. This is likely 
to be increased somewhat by the still uncertain but ap- 
parently high incidence of renesting. If 3 eggs are con- 
sidered the modal clutch size of western grebes, the 
average brood size of 1.76 young reported by Ratti (1979) 
suggests substantial (41 percent) mortality of eggs or of 
young chicks in successfully hatched clutches. The esti- 
mated production of 0.3 5 class 2 young per adult repre- 
sents a maximum recruitment rate of 25.9 percent, even 
assuming no further chick mortality before fledging. 
This occurred in spite of an average class 2 brood size of 
1.7 young per mated pair, suggesting that only about 40 
percent of the mated pairs were successful in hatching 
broods. Ratti (1979) estimated a nearly identical brood 
size during two different years in the same area. He did 
not attempt to estimate overall reproductive success ex- 
cept to point out that light-phase birds seemed to be re- 
producing more efficiently in that population than were 
dark-phase individuals. The light-phase birds composed 
only I 8.6 percent of the collective western grebe popu- 
lation but were associated with 33.6 percent of the total 
observed broods. Rudd and Herman (1972) estimated a 
production of 1.7 chicks per mated pair in what they 
believed was a normally reproducing California popula- 
tion, which would represent a maximum recruitment 
rate of 46 percent, assuming there were no further pre- 
fledging losses and that no nonbreeders exist in the pop- 
ulation. Certainly neither of these assumptions is 
realistic, and thus the actual average recruitment rate 
probably lies somewhere between 25 and 45 percent, or 
somewhat less than is seemingly typical of other North 
American grebes. 
Evolutionary History and Relationships 
Nuechterlein and Storer (1982) concluded that based on 
its many distinctive display and ceremony differences 
as well as its unique morphological traits, the western 
grebe deserves generic distinction from Podiceps, its 
probable nearest relative. This relationship with 
Podiceps is indicated by its sharing the weed ceremony 
with members of that genus, as well as a similar though 
not necessarily homologous upright posture during ad- 
vertising. FjeldsP (1982a) pointed out a substantial num- 
ber of additional similarities between western grebes 
and Podiceps and suggested that it might well be in- 
cluded in that genus, since habit preening, barging, and 
weed ceremonies are all shared with Podiceps. The 
question of the most suitable way of dealing tax- 
onomically with the two color phases is still perplex- 
ing; Ratti (1981) has pointed out that no other broadly 
sympatric polymorphic species of birds are known to 
exhibit such a low incidence of interbreeding, and yet it 
is also true that there may be no other case in which 
males of two distinct species regularly engage in the 
same displays to attract females. 
Population Status and Conservation 
There are no available estimates of western grebe popu- 
lations for the entire continent, nor are there any good 
regional estimates. It is known that they have been 
nearly extirpated from many of the California breeding 
lakes (Feerer and Garrett 1977), and the effects of 
pesticides on western grebe reproduction are well docu- 
mented (Rudd and Herman 1972). Because of their gre- 
gariousness and tendency to winter in coastal areas of 
California, they are highly susceptible to oiling mor- 
tality. Over half the oiled birds counted during one oil 
spill in San Francisco Bay were of this species, and per- 
haps as many as I 1,000 western grebes were lost as a re- 
sult of this single disaster (Smail, Ainley, and Strong 
1972) 
